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As a result, per capita income has risen
steadily, with Bangladesh now considered 
by the IMF to be emerging from ‘low-income
status’, and social indicators having
markedly improved. More recently, sound
macroeconomic policies and favourable 
external conditions—in particular, strong 
export demand, high remittances (nearly
two-thirds of which originate in the Gulf 
countries), and low commodity prices—have
combined to yield solid output growth, falling
inflation, moderate public debt, and greater
resilience to external shocks.

Real GDP growth has averaged more than
6% since the Global Financial Crisis, while
CPI inflation is currently running around 
5.5-6.0%. Foreign exchange reserves, 
which are a vital first line of defence against
external shocks, now exceed $30 billion, or
the equivalent of seven months of imports.

However, maintaining the economy’s recent
growth performance will be a challenge. 
The threat of political instability and the rise
in religious extremism affecting security 
have held back business activity, and the 
economy is increasingly strained by lack 
of basic infrastructure. With Bangladesh
ranking near the bottom globally in 
commercial access to electricity, roads, 
and rail, a significant increase in public 
investment is needed. Overcoming these 
obstacles will be essential to generating the
increase in private investment needed to
sustain real GDP growth above 5% per
annum.

The government is implementing several
transport and energy infrastructure projects
to leverage private investment: upgrading
rural roads in the southwest; developing the
Elenga–Hatikumrul–Rangpur highway in the

northwest to four lanes for better connectivity
with Bhutan and India; and constructing and
upgrading electricity transmission lines to
prevent power interruptions. The Bangladesh
Investment Development Authority, set up in
2016, is implementing reform to improve the
business climate, including the expected
launch by December 2017 of a one-stop
business service centre.

On the other hand, the implementation 
of a much-needed new value-added tax 
scheduled for July 2017, after a delay 
of one year, was deferred again.

While poverty has declined significantly; 
social safety nets remain weak, particularly
in the areas of pension and unemployment
support. Strengthening these will require
both policy reforms and public resources.

Beyond these challenges, Bangladesh is
also outgrowing some of its policy-making
practices and institutions, many of which 
are constraints on stable, resilient growth.
The priorities are upgrading the policy 
framework to support macro-stability, 
maintain competitiveness, build buffers
against external shocks, mobilise resources
needed for public investment, and promote a 
financial sector that maximises the country’s
underutilised savings potential. An important
impediment to modernising the financial 
sector arises from the increasing reliance on
high-cost national savings certificates as a 
financing vehicle for the government budget.
This prevents the development of a deep
and liquid market for government securities.

Thank you to Russell Jones and Bimal 
Dharmasena from Llewellyn Consulting 
for providing the country overview.
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Bangladesh – a macroeconomic overview
There is talk of Bangladesh as the new ‘Asian Tiger’. The country’s export-led growth over 
the past two decades has been supported by an abundance of low-cost labour, an increase in
female labour force participation, and productivity gains from a shift away from agriculture to
manufacturing. It is estimated, for example, that Bangladesh has picked up about two-thirds of
China's low-end manufacturing market share in Europe. 
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Welcome from Lesley Batchelor OBE, FIEx (Grad) –
Director General, Institute of Export & International Trade

This Doing Business in Bangladesh Guide is designed to introduce you to this 
complex market of over 162,900,000 people. They joined the Commonwealth 
in 1972 and from the mid-1990s governments have consistently advocated free 
market policies and privatisation of more than 60 state owned enterprises which 
obviously attracts overseas investment. Focus is on areas as diverse as 
manufacturing, agriculture, transport and communications in terms of divestment
however, these offer long-term propositions and should only be approached as 
part of a long-term plan with support from UKEF and DIT wherever possible.

GDP growth sits at 7.11% (2016) and economic policy has targeted poverty with
programmes aimed at increasing food production and expanding education, while
developing an industrial and technological base, which sounds difficult however, 
if you are in food production technologies or supply of education services on a 
mass delivery basis, these could prove to be great opportunities.

The propensity to flooding and cyclones leaves it vulnerable although, having 
said that, they nevertheless achieved economic growth averaging around 4% 
per annum from the 1970s. It also has huge reserves of natural gas (estimated at
300 billion cubic metres in January 2014). Bangladesh is not a first market for new 
exporters but definitely a country that with help could become a great partner.

Good luck and don’t forget that the Institute is always there to help on your journey
alongside UKEF and the DIT. 

Lesley Batchelor OBE, FIEx (Grad)
Director General – Institute of Export & International Trade
www.export.org.uk
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Foreword from Alison Blake, British High Commissioner 
to Bangladesh

Bangladesh, which aims to help UK businesses get the information they need to access 
this young and exciting – and sometimes challenging – market.

Bangladesh, with its population of 162 million people, has been identified as one of the 
emerging economies of Asia. GDP growth that has averaged 6.45% in the last five years 
supports the Bangladesh Government’s ambition to achieve middle income country status 
by 2021.

The UK-Bangladesh partnership is vibrant, deep rooted and diverse. The first UK-Bangladesh
Strategic Dialogue in Dhaka this year confirmed the importance both countries attach to the
relationship and our shared determination to build even stronger ties, including in trade and 
investment.

The UK is the second largest source of foreign direct investment in Bangladesh and more than
200 British companies are registered here. These include household names, such as Standard
Chartered, HSBC in the banking sector and GlaxoSmithKline in pharmaceuticals, as well as
many small and medium-sized enterprises across an impressive range of fields.

Despite a trade imbalance currently in Bangladesh’s favour. British exports to Bangladesh are
growing with over £539 million worth of goods and services exported in 2016. UK exports are
concentrated in services such as management consultancy and banking. I’m delighted that UK
companies are currently advising on some of the largest infrastructure projects in Bangladesh,
including the Padma Bridge, Payra Port, Karnafuly Tunnel and the Dhaka Metro.

The Bangladesh market offers some strong advantages for UK companies looking to export;
and English is very widely spoken. There are challenges too, including infrastructure, transport
and energy supply.   

Helping new British entrants find business opportunities in Bangladesh and supporting those
companies already here are important roles for the British High Commission Dhaka. My team
from the Department of International Trade, would be pleased to support you in doing business
in this country, and invite those who haven’t considered Bangladesh yet, to take a close look.

Alison Blake
British High Commissioner to Bangladesh
www.gov.uk/world/organisations/british-high-commission-dhaka



Foreword from President Bajloor Rashid MBE & Chairman
Iqbal Ahmed OBE, of the UK Bangladesh Catalysts of 
Commerce & Industry (UKBCCI) 

We are pleased to welcome readers to this IOE&IT guide to ‘Doing Business in
Bangladesh Guide’, a nation, which is not only an emerging economy, but one
where the climate for conducting business and even making an investment in, 
has never been better.

Bangladesh is a ‘Frontier market’, where according to the IMF, the economy is the
second fastest growing major economy of 2016, with a rate of 7.1%. With strong 
export-oriented industrialisation, its key exports include textiles, shipbuilding, fish
and seafood, jute and leather goods, whilst at the same time developing self-
sufficient industries in pharmaceuticals, steel and food processing.

By 2021, Bangladesh aims to become a middle-income country.

This heartens us both as the President and Chairman of the UK Bangladesh 
Catalysts of Commerce and Industry (UKBCCI), the leading umbrella business 
organisation, which aims to bring together and nurture successful British-
Bangladeshi entrepreneurs in the UK and Bangladesh.

Founded by some of the most prominent and philanthropic members of the 
British-Bangladeshi community, we are ideally placed to offer help and support to
the business sector and young professionals who are looking to make a mark in
their chosen field. This was all too well demonstrated by the UKBCCI holding its 
inaugural Business & Entrepreneur Excellence Awards 2016 and Gala Dinner,
which was held on the 20th November 2016, at the London Hilton Park Lane, where
entrepreneurs from both the UK and Bangladesh were recognised for their 
achievements.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App
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There are many benefits for UK businesses thinking of operating in Bangladesh.
The English language is widely spoken in business, British made goods have a
great reputation for reliability, whilst there is a strong consumer demand for products
and services. At the same time, Bangladesh has its own strongpoints ranging from
a stable credit rating to a competitive labour force with poverty levels at the lowest
they have ever been.

At UKBCCI, we have many objectives which help to culminate in providing more 
effective and practical support and communications to existing and future 
entrepreneurs and to promote and improve the business environment in UK and
Bangladesh. This helps a wide variety of business communities to achieve a more
sustainable performance model, and encouraging and improving best practice 
standards.

We also actively continue to encourage investment in Bangladesh by hosting 
networking seminars and to discuss and debate issues which are prevalent for
doing business over there along with regularly being in communication with The
Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI) and the
British High Commission there as well as the Department for International Trade
(DIT, formerly UKTI), here in the UK. The UKBCCI also takes pride in ensuring that
MP’s and senior Ministers of Her Majesty’s Government are kept abreast of all our
activities and how we promote trade between the two countries.  

We are living in exciting times for Bangladesh and UKBCCI looks forward to 
working with UK exporters who want to do business in that great country.

Bajloor Rashid MBE & Iqbal Ahmed OBE
President UKBCCI       Chairman UKBCCI
UK Bangladesh Catalysts of Commerce & Industry (UKBCCI)
http://www.ukbcci.org.uk/



Adeeb H Khan, Senior Partner

Q: Could you elaborate on the strategy 
of the Firm?

A: From the very beginning, the Firm’s 
strategy has been to operate in a very
niche market, focusing on businesses with
highest ethical standards who want top
quality professional services. To do this, 
our aim has always been to attract 
and retain the best talent entering the 
profession, and to continuously innovate 
to meet the needs of our clients.

Q: How has that strategy translated into
actual results?

A: We act for nearly every major multina-
tional operating in Bangladesh. Just to give
a flavour, in banking, Standard Chartered
Bank, HSBC, Citi; in telecom and 
technology, Telenor, Vimpelcom (now
VEON), Axiata, Ericsson, Alcatel Lucent,
Siemens, Huawei, IBM, Samsung etc; in oil
& gas, Chevron, Gazprom etc; in FMCG,
British American Tobacco, Unilever, Nestle,
GSK, Bata; in logistics Maersk, APM, DSV
etc.

We continue to attract the best talent 
entering the market. We are the largest
producer of Chartered Accountants in 
the country.
As for innovation, not only are we the first
Big 4 Member Firm in Bangladesh, we have
expanded into IT advisory and corporate
finance. We continue to provide thought
leadership in emerging issues like transfer
pricing, VAT reform, cyber security etc.

Q: Given the increasing internationalisa-
tion of Bangladesh economy, has the Firm
played any role in recent major cross-
border transactions or investments?

A: As a leading advisor to foreign investors,
advising such people on how to enter
Bangladesh and operate here is some-
thing we do every day. Most recently 
we acted as a key advisor to the largest
foreign investment in the power sector 
for nearly two decades. Every year we 
provide several due diligence assistances
to foreign investors willing to take stake in
businesses operating here. We have been
involved in some of the largest mergers
and acquisitions in areas like telecom and
banking for last several years. Like any
other international network, we often work
closely with other KPMG Member Firms to
provide services, whether cross-border or
local.

KPMG in Bangladesh is one of the leading professional firms advising 
foreign investors present in Bangladesh and those exploring opportunities
in Bangladesh. Founded in 1962, it has been a full KPMG Member Firm
since 2006, making it the first ‘Big 4’ Member Firm in Bangladesh. 
It operates out of offices in Dhaka and Chittagong with a workforce of
over 430 professionals across its three service lines, audit, tax and advisory.
What follows are extracts from discussions with its partners.



Ali Ashfaq, Partner

Q: How do you think business needs are
changing and what is KPMG’s response to
this?

A: Many local businesses are growing 
rapidly and are keen to escalate their 
operational standards to global levels. 
We see a significant demand for IT 
services, particularly ERP implementation
and IT risk management. As a result, few
years ago we made substantial investment
in developing a dedicated IT Advisory
wing, employing diverse and high-end 
skills for this area.

I believe there is considerable scope for 
UK IT businesses in this area, whether it is 
to set up cost effective production unit to
sell products globally, or to sell IT solutions
in Bangladesh. Few global players are 
already in the country or looking into
Bangladesh as a production centre. 

Q:What are your key challenges?

A: Resources and pricing. There is a 
relatively small talent pool for high-end
skills, and in Bangladesh an accounting
firm is not yet perceived to be a natural
place to build a career for anything 
other than core services like accounting, 
auditing and tax. Though the market 
demands such IT services, it is going
through the natural process of realising
such services cost much more than 
traditional offerings.

Mehedi Hasan, Partner

Q: How is the regulatory landscape 
changing and what opportunities is it 
creating for KPMG?

A: Our clients expect a global standard
audit irrespective of general local stan-
dards. We have thus invested heavily in
people and technology to ensure we are
aligned with KPMG standards and
methodologies. Our training budget,
whether for local or international training, 
I believe, is significantly above market
norms.

Government rolled out Transfer Pricing 
regulations couple of years ago. Not only
did we provide thought leadership in that,
today we possibly enjoy the largest market
share. Very significant VAT reform is about
to take place. Again we have provided
thought leadership and expect to bring 
in a wide range of services to meet the
needs of our clients.

Q: Given the maturity of the country, how
do you manage the challenge posed by
international standards of independence
and risk management?

A: Independence is actually central to 
our audit profession, thus not new to us.
We have fully in place KPMG’s global
processes for independence monitoring,
most of it being IT driven. Risk manage-
ment has been an underlying strategy 
of this firm from the very beginning, as is 
reflected in our client profile. In recent
years we have built on it by incorporating
KPMG’s global methodologies to ensure
we operate at that level. Though these 
are challenges, on one hand the world 
is changing and many businesses under-
stand the need for such processes and
methodologies; on the other, given the
type of clients we serve, they would 
expect nothing less from us.  

www.kpmg.com/bd
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Department for International Trade (DIT)
(formerly UK Trade & Investment - UKTI)

DIT is the British Government department that helps UK-based companies 
succeed in an increasingly global economy. DIT also helps overseas companies
bring their high quality investment to the UK’s economy. DIT’s range of expert
services are tailored to the needs of individual businesses to maximise their 
international success. DIT provides companies with knowledge, advice and 
practical support.

Through a range of unique services, including participation at selected tradeshows,
outward trade missions and providing bespoke market intelligence, DIT can help
you crack foreign markets and get to grips quickly with overseas regulations and
business practice.

With headquarters in London, DIT have professional advisers around the UK and
staff across more than 100 countries. 

Contact DIT

Contact your local International Trade Team or Scottish Development International
(SDI), Welsh Government (WG) or Invest Northern Ireland (INI) offices to find out
more about the range of services available to you.

You can find your nearest International Trade Team at: 

www.contactus.trade.gov.uk/office-finder/

General enquiry number: +44 (0) 207 215 5000
Department for International Trade
3 Whitehall Place
London
SW1A 2AW
United Kingdom

Email: enquiries@trade.gsi.gov.uk



Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Website and Mobile App features include:

• Latest business news • Up-to-date travel advice • Interactive ‘Supporting Organisations’ 

and ‘Market Experts’ profiles • Essential contact details • Listings with links to up-and-coming

trade shows • Links to the Department for International Trade (DIT) support services.

www.Bangladesh.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk

Powered by

View this guide online
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International Market Advisor (IMA) works
with British and foreign government 
departments, Embassies, High 
Commissions and international Chambers
of Commerce throughout the world. Our
work helps to identify the most efficient
ways for British companies to trade with
and invest in opportunity-rich overseas
markets. 

During the last ten years IMA has 
worked with the British Government's 
overseas trade and investment 
department, the Department for 
International Trade (DIT) [formerly 
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)], and has
written, designed, produced, launched 
and distributed over one million copies of 
more than 100 country-specific print and
multi-media based reports, guides and 
publications, including the internationally-
recognised ‘Doing Business Guide’ series
of trade publications. These are composed
of market and industry sector-specific,
multi-format print and digital trade reports,
together with some of the internet’s most
visited international trade websites - all of
which are designed to advise and assist
UK companies looking to trade with and 
invest in overseas markets. These reports
and guides are then distributed free-of-
charge through the IMA and DIT global 
networks - over 500 distribution outlets in
total. Further distribution takes place at
global exhibitions, roadshows, conferences
and trade missions, and IMA receives daily 
requests for additional copies of the guides
from these networks and from businesses
considering exporting. 

Each of IMA’s 'Doing Business Guides’ is
produced in three formats: a full colour,
glossy, paper-based brochure; a supporting
fully-interactive and updatable multi-media
based website; and the website contents
available as a free-of-charge downloadable
smartphone/tablet app. 

The guides’ contents focus on the market
in question, how to approach that market
and the help and support available, and 
include informative market overviews, plus
details of business opportunities, listings
with website links to British and Foreign 
Government support services and essential
private sector service-provider profiles.

Sponsoring a ‘Doing Business Guide’
therefore offers a unique opportunity to
positively promote your products and 
services to high-profile business leaders,
specific exporters, investors and effective
business travellers who will be actively
seeking out service providers to assist
them in developing their business interests
in the targeted markets.

For more information on IMA 
please visit our website: 

www.DoingBusinessGuides.com

Contact IMA
Office address

International Market Advisor
1 Clough Street
Buxton
SK17 6LJ
United Kingdom

Email
info@ima.uk.com

General enquiries switchboard
+44 (0) 1298 79562

Media enquiries

Newsdesk & out of hours 
+44 (0) 1298 79562

About International Market Advisor (IMA)
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We can help develop new ideas
and find ways to drive down
costs and produce sustainable
improvements in your export
business.
• Membership supports all 

aspects of your international 
trade

• Leading UK authority on 
trading globally

• Tailored training to support 
your business needs

• Expert solutions for 
international trade

Exporting great ideas to you.

Join us today
Call: +44(0)1733 404 400
email: institute@export.org.uk

www.export.org.uk



ABOUT THIS GUIDE

This guide aims to provide a route map of the way ahead, together with signposts to other
sources of help.

The main objective of this Doing Business in Bangladesh Guide is to provide you with 
basic knowledge about Bangladesh; an overview of its economy, business culture, potential
opportunities and to identify the main issues associated with initial research, market entry, risk
management and cultural and language issues.

We do not pretend to provide all the answers in the guide, but novice exporters in particular
will find it a useful starting point. Further assistance is available from the Department for 
International Trade (DIT) team in Bangladesh. Full contact details are available in this guide.

To help your business succeed in Bangladesh we have carefully selected a variety of essential
service providers as ‘Market Experts’.

The guide is available in 4 formats:

• website: www.Bangladesh.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk 
• a ‘free’ downloadable 'mobile device-friendly’ app 
• this full colour hard-copy brochure 
• PDF download/e-flipbook (available on the guide website)

Doing Business in Bangladesh Guide Team:

Project Director: Craig Smith
Managing Editors: Olivia Taylor / Brian Underwood
Sponsorship Manager: James Clowes
Creative Managers: Paul King / Claire King
Creative Consultants: Twistedgifted  www.twistedgifted.co.uk
Production Co-ordinator: Megan Collingwood

Doing Business in Bangladesh
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Printed using materials
from sustainable sources

‘Doing Business in Bangladesh Guide’ published in the UK by International 
Market Advisor Ltd. © 2017 International Market Advisor Ltd (unless otherwise stated). 
All rights reserved.Contains public sector information licensed under the Open 
Government Licence v3.0.

www.Bangladesh.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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BANGLADESH

The overall strength of economic growth has 
contributed to a substantial decrease in poverty
over the past decade. The government’s “Vision
2021” aims to eliminate extreme poverty completely
and achieve Middle Income Country (MIC) status 
by the 50th anniversary of the country’s birth. 
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UKBCCI Aims & Objectives

• Provide more effective practical support and communications
to existing and future entrepreneurs and to promote and 
improve the business environment in UK and Bangladesh

• Stimulate a vibrant economy within the community and 
produce a co-operative effort to enhance the overall quality 
of businesses that will enable them to reach their highest 
potential

• Work towards increasing the prosperity by facilitating the 
growth of existing businesses

• Create inward and outward investment between the UK 

and Bangladesh whilst addressing and promoting the 
establishment and improvement of the social, professional, 
civic, cultural and educational needs of the business 
community

• Create and support in all aspects the next generation of 
entrepreneurs, and continuing our past efforts of liaising 
and developing our relationship with the business community

• Help a wide variety of business communities to achieve a 
more sustainable performance model, encouraging and i
mproving best practice standards

• Offer help and advice to small and medium size businesses 
on start- up and growth.

www.ukbcci.org.uk

The UK Bangladesh Catalysts of Commerce & Industry (UKBCCI) is a leading 
umbrella business organisation, which aims to bring together and nurture 
successful British-Bangladeshi entrepreneurs in the UK and Bangladesh.

To become a member of UKBCCI, please fill in our membership form on our website.

Our organisation has been founded by some of the most prominent and philanthropic members of the Bangladeshi
community, including the Chairman of the UKBCCI, Iqbal Ahmed OBE, and President Bajloor Rashid MBE. UKBCCi

brings forth the knowledge and experience of these individuals to further enhance their aims and objectives for the
benefit of the business community. The UKBCCI is also proud to host its annual Business & Entrepreneur Excellence

Awards, recognising the achievements of entrepreneurs in the UK and Bangladesh.



Why Bangladesh?

Summary

Area: 
147,610 km2 (56,990 mi²) – of which 6.4%
is water

Population:  
163 million [Source – World Bank 2016]

Urban population: 
35%

Population density:  
1,251.8 people per km²

Population growth rate (change):  
1.0%

Capital city: 
Dhaka

Language: 
98% Bengali (Bangla), plus 2% local 
dialects

Currency: 
Bangladeshi Taka (BDT)

Nominal GDP:  
US $228.4 billion

Real annual GDP growth:
7.2%

GDP per capita: 
US $1,414.1

Annual inflation rate:   
5.7%

General government gross debt: 
33% of GDP

Fiscal balance: 
- 3.4% of GDP

Current account balance: 
0.6% of GDP / US $1.4 billion

Exports of goods to UK:  
£2,296.0 million

Imports of goods from UK: 
£243.0 million

[Source – mostly FCO Economics Unit, 
Dec 2017]
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Geography

Bangladesh is a South Asian country on
the Bay of Bengal, and bordered by India
and Myanmar (Burma).

Although there are hill ranges and plateaux
to the north-west, north-east, centre and
south-east, most of the country is flat,
marked by lush greenery and many 
waterways. Its Padma (Ganges), Meghna
and Jamuna rivers have created fertile
plains where travel by boat is common. 
On the southern coast the Sundarbans, 
an enormous mangrove forest shared with
Eastern India, is home to the royal Bengal
tiger.

The Ganges Delta is formed by the 
confluence of the Ganges, Brahmaputra
and Meghna rivers and their respective
tributaries, finally flowing into the Bay of
Bengal.

Bangladesh is predominately rich fertile flat
land. Most parts of the country are less
than 12m (39.4ft) above sea level, 17% 
of the country is covered by forests and
12% by hill systems. With an elevation 
of 1,064m (3,491ft), the highest peak of
Bangladesh is Keokradong, near the 
border with Myanmar.

General overview

Bangladesh, with a population of 163 
million, has the highest population density
in the world. More than 25% of people live
below the poverty line. Approximately 43%
of the population are under the age of 20.
Bangladesh aims to become a middle 
income country by 2021.

The government’s strategic vision for 2021
is a plan for growth through massive 
investment in infrastructure, skills 
development and trade. Co-operation with
the private sector and international donor
agencies is expected.

Almost 100 UK businesses operate in
Bangladesh, including well-known compa-
nies such as HSBC, Unilever and GSK.

Contact a Department for International
Trade (DIT) Bangladesh export adviser at:
https://www.contactus.trade.gov.uk/
enquiry/topic for a free consultation if you
are interested in exporting to Bangladesh.

Contact UK Export Finance (UKEF) about
trade finance and insurance cover for UK
companies, see: https://www.gov.uk/
government/organisations/uk-export-
finance. You can also check the current
UKEF cover position for Bangladesh:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/country-
cover-policy-and-indicators#bangladesh.

[Source – DIT/ UKEF/gov.uk]

Government overview

Political situation
Bangladesh became independent in 1971
following a short but bloody conflict with
Pakistan of which it was formerly a part.
Bangladesh is a parliamentary democracy
with a free market economy. Two main
parties – the Awami League and the
Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) –
dominate local politics. Relations between
the two parties are poor and the political
system remains confrontational and highly
centralised. Democratic institutions, 
including parliament and local government,
are weak.
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The current government is led by Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina. Her Awami
League-led Grand Alliance won a landslide
victory in the general election on 5th January
2014, after the BNP decided not to 
participate, leaving more than half the
seats uncontested. Opposition parties had
wanted elections under a neutral interim
government.

A controversial constitutional amendment,
adopted in June 2011, had removed the
provision for a temporary caretaker form 
of government during election periods. As
a result of the boycott, Jatiya Party is now
the official opposition, although it also 
enjoys the unique position of forming part
of the governing alliance, including holding
ministerial portfolios. The opportunity for 
a renewed focus on democratic processes
presented by the city corporation elections
in Dhaka and Chittagong in April 2015 was
lost after the BNP withdrew part way
through, citing widespread irregularities.

The next general election must take place
by January 2019 with the most likely timing
being the last quarter of 2018.

[Source – FCO Overseas Business Risk/gov.uk,
June 2017]

Human rights
Bangladesh has ratified the core 
international human rights agreements 
including the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the 
International Covenant on Economic, 
Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), 
and the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC), but implementation and 
enforcement under domestic law can be
weak.

Fundamental rights guaranteed under the
Constitution include: the right to work; the
right to protection and to equal treatment
under the law; and equal opportunities 
for women. Freedom of assembly and
freedom of association are guaranteed
“subject to any reasonable restrictions 
imposed by law”.

Labour rights are subject to intense
scrutiny in the wake of the Rana Plaza
tragedy. Trade unions do exist but are 
subject to a number of restrictions and 
alleged harassment. Child labour is 
prohibited under the Labour Act of 2006
but remains a significant concern, 
particularly in the informal employment
sectors.

Access to justice in Bangladesh can be 
difficult. Implementation and enforcement
of laws can be weak, and the court system
faces a significant backlog. Bangladesh 
retains the death penalty. There are 
regular allegations of abuse, including
extra-judicial killings, physical mistreatment
and corruption, against members of the
law enforcement agencies. The UK 
supports a number of programmes to 
improve access to justice and the ILO’s
‘Decent Work’ agenda.

The UK Government’s Action Plan “Good
Business: Implementing the UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights“
makes clear the Government’s commitment
to protect human rights and sets out the
clear expectations for UK companies in
this area. See: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/bhr-action-plan

[Source – FCO Overseas Business Risk/gov.uk,
June 2017]
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Economic overview

The overall strength of economic growth
has contributed to a substantial decrease
in poverty over the past decade. The 
government’s “Vision 2021” aims to 
eliminate extreme poverty completely and
achieve Middle Income Country (MIC) 
status by the 50th anniversary of the 
country’s birth.

Balance of payments remains in surplus
and foreign currency reserves at US $32
billion provide a comfortable nine month
cushion. The tax/GDP ratio is still very low
in global terms at c.10%.

Despite a shake in business confidence
after the terrorist attack at the Holey 
Artisan Bakery in July 2016, economic
growth remains strong. Growth has 
averaged 6.45% in the last five years and
came close to 7% in financial year
2016/17.

Bangladesh’s highly-competitive ready-
made garment (RMG) sector accounts for
over 80% of export earnings and around
12% of GDP. Despite fall-out from the 
disastrous collapse of the Rana Plaza
building in April 2013, which left over one
thousand workers dead, RMG exports
continue to expand.

With pressure and support from western
governments and investors, the government
is working to improve labour conditions
and building safety in an industry, the 
good health of which is important for
Bangladesh’s future growth. Whilst 
significant steps have been taken in this
arena – including the US $30 million Rana
Plaza fund, which has now been met in full
– there is more to be done.

Order books are healthy and Bangladeshi
RMG exports, many of which are still items
of basic apparel, increased market share
in Europe and the US during the economic
downturn. Collectively the EU and USA
take 90% of the sector’s exports:
Bangladeshi RMG manufacturers now
have about 13% of the European market.

[Source – FCO Overseas Business 
Risk/gov.uk, June 2017]

Industries importing into Bangladesh
The top ten industries importing into
Bangladesh are:

• cotton

• machines, engines, pumps

• electronic equipment

• iron and steel

• plastics

• manmade staple fibres

• oil

• vehicles

• animal/vegetable fats and oils

• cereals

You can read more about what
Bangladesh imports at World’s Top 
Exports: http://www.worldstopexports.com/
bangladeshs-top-10-imports/.
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Benefits of the Bangladesh market  
Benefits for UK businesses exporting to
Bangladesh include:

• English widely spoken in business

• British made goods regarded as 
reliable among end users

• strong consumer demand for products,
equipment and services

• concessionary duty on imported 
capital machinery

Strengths of the Bangladesh market
Strengths of the Bangladesh market 
include:

• annual growth rate of at least 5.3% 
over the last 16 years

• stable credit rating

• close to issuing first Sovereign Bond

• poverty levels cut by half in the last 
decade

• competitive labour force

• ready-made garment (RMG) export 
levels quadrupled in five years

In addition:
Bangladesh was ranked 145th out of 176
countries in Transparency International's
latest Corruption Perceptions Index (the
UK ranked 10th): http://www.transparency.
org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_
index_2016.

Bangladesh is ranked 177th out of 190
countries in the World Bank’s 2018 Ease 
of Doing Business index (the UK ranks 7th):
http://www.doingbusiness.org/rankings.

The World Economic Forum’s Global 
Competitiveness report 2017-18 ranks
Bangladesh 99th out of 137 (the UK is
ranked 8th): http://reports.weforum.org/
global-competitiveness-index-2017-
2018/competitiveness-rankings/.

Contact a DIT export adviser at:
https://www.contactus.trade.gov.uk/enquiry
/topic for a free consultation if you are 
interested in exporting to Bangladesh.

Contact UK Export Finance (UKEF) about
trade finance and insurance cover for UK
companies. You can also check the current
UKEF cover position for Bangladesh. See:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/country-
cover-policy-and-indicators#bangladesh.

[Source – DIT/UKEF/gov.uk]



Country business landscape

Bangladesh is a country of about 160 
million people, a significant percentage 
of that being under the age of 35. For 
well over a decade the country has been
growing at the rate of about 6% per year
(over 7% recently). Bangladesh is the 
second largest exporter of Ready-made 
garments (RMG) in the world, contributing
about 80% of export earnings for the 
country. This is leveraged on a sizable 
pool of inexpensive, skilled and disciplined
workforce.

Other sectors showing significant promise,
whether for a growing local market or 
export, are pharmaceuticals, leather
goods and IT services. In the public sector,
government has undertaken large infra-
structure projects in the areas of power
generation and distribution, road and rail
transport, ports, LNG terminals etc. many

of these have loan or grant funding from
Japan, China, Russia, India, along with
multilateral agencies.

All of the above have spurred consumption
driven economy with retail, FMCG, enter-
tainment, telecommunication etc. being
immediate beneficiaries, thus creating 
additional opportunities for investment.

Entry into and operations in Bangladesh

International investors can set up incorpo-
rated companies or branches in Bangladesh.
Other than few restricted sectors, 100% 
foreign ownership is permitted. Company
incorporation can be done in a week; a
branch can take about a month. There is
no restriction on repatriation of dividends.

The general corporate tax rate is 35%;
banks and telecom companies are 
subject to higher rates. Exporters enjoy 



50% exemption from tax. Certain sectors,
for example IT Enabled Services (ITES),
enjoy 100% exemption. Annual income 
tax returns must be filed by all businesses.

The major indirect tax is Value Added Tax
(VAT), the standard rate of which is 15%.
Bangladesh has had VAT since 1991. VAT
Act 2012 is expected to be made effective
from July 2019. This new act is closely
aligned to VAT regimes in developed 
jurisdictions like EU.

Work permit for highly skilled foreign work-
ers is easily obtained, as are required work
visas. The rules for repatriation of expatriate
earnings are clear and relatively simple.

The general financial reporting framework
is Bangladesh is Bangladesh Financial 
Reporting Standards (BFRS) and Companies
Act 1994. BFRS is totally aligned to Interna-
tional Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

Doing Business in Bangladesh

KMPG Bangladesh
Rahman Rahman Huq 

Chartered Accountants
9 Mohakhali C/A (11th & 12th Floors)
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Tel: +880 (2) 988 6450-2
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Taking part in overseas exhibitions is an effective
way for you to test markets, attract customers, 
appoint agents or distributors and make sales.
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Help available for you

Overview

The UK Department for International Trade
(DIT) provides tailored support packages
for companies who are:

• first time exporters (FTEs)

• small- and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs)

• medium-sized businesses (MSBs)

See: https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/department-for-international-
trade/about-our-services for further 
information.

In addition, the British Bangladesh 
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(BBCCI) promotes trade and investment
opportunities and co-operation between
the UK and Bangladesh. See:
http://www.bbcc.org.uk/ for further 
information.

The following details are a selection 
of support services for you:

Support from the Department for 
International Trade (DIT)

Business opportunities
If you are a UK-registered company you
can benefit from a unique new five-year
programme ‘Exporting is GREAT’, 
presenting real-time export opportunities
that you can apply for online. This is part 
of the drive to significantly increase the
number of UK companies exporting.

‘Exporting is GREAT’ is part of the UK
Government’s GREAT campaign, and
presents live export opportunities to UK
businesses across a range of media 
outlets and digital channels. Hundreds of
these export opportunities, with a potential
total value of more than £300 million, are
hosted on: https://www.export.great.gov.uk/.

‘Exporting is GREAT’ provides business
advice and expertise to support you at
every step on your exporting journey, from
initial interest to selling in-market and using
the latest technology to connect these
businesses with live export opportunities.

Selling online overseas
Use this service to help choose a suitable
online marketplace to sell your products
overseas.

You can:

• find major online marketplaces in other
countries

• see whether these online 
marketplaces are suitable to sell your 
products

• discover how to list your products on 
an online marketplace

• get information about costs of listing 
on the marketplace and how logistics 
are fulfilled

• access special terms negotiated by the
UK Government

Doing Business in Bangladesh
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E-Exporting Programme
DIT’s E-Exporting Programme aims to help
you get your brand to millions of global
consumers and grow your business
through online exports. DIT’s E-Exporting
Programme helps you if you are a UK
company:

• new to selling online

• already selling online, but need help 
with specific issues

• experienced in online sales, but are 
looking to sell on multiple platforms 
globally

The programme enables you to:

• arrange a free meeting through your 
local DIT office to get expert 
international trade advice and support, 
and access to DIT’s global network of 
contacts. See: https://www.contactus. 
trade.gov.uk/office-finder

• meet a Digital Trade Adviser where 
relevant, to help you develop and 
implement an international online 
strategy

• set up on e-marketplaces quickly and 
also identify new e-marketplaces 
around the world

• access better-than-commercial rates 
to list on some e-marketplaces, 
including lower commission fees and 
‘try for free’ periods. See: 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
e-exporting#preferentialrates

• access the ‘E-Expertise Bank’, 
a community of over 175 B2B/B2C 
service providers offering free advice. 
See: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
e-exporting#eexpertise

• join DIT’s mailing list for opportunities 
to hear from industry experts, network 
with like-minded individuals and find 
out about e-commerce trends

Find a buyer service
This is the place to let international buyers
know all about your business – highlight
the vital facts about your company to give
buyers confidence to get in touch; show 
off your company's experience and 
outstanding projects to give potential 
buyers more insight; get emails from 
international buyers straight to your sales
or business development teams; see 
relevant government-supported export 
development events where overseas 
buyers will be attending. See: https://find-
a-buyer.export.great.gov.uk/

Events and missions
Taking part in overseas exhibitions is an
effective way for you to test markets, 
attract customers, appoint agents or 
distributors and make sales. DIT's
Tradeshow Access Programme (TAP) 
provides grant support for eligible SMEs 
to attend trade shows overseas.

Participation is usually as part of a group 
– a great advantage for inexperienced
businesses – and is usually led by one 
of DIT's Accredited Trade Associations
(ATOs). ATOs work with DIT to raise the
profile of UK groups and sectors at key 
exhibitions. 
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The DIT calendar of events has some 
400 core events and missions, and 1,000 
opportunities across the Trade Access 
Programme and the English national 
regions.

DIT Events Portal
The DIT Events Portal provides a single
calendar view of all DIT events and 
missions, and has been developed to 
provide you with more-detailed information
on each event in order to help you decide
on the most appropriate event to attend.
The calendar can be filtered and searched
by sector and/or market. 

There are also detailed events websites
which include more information about each
event, and also allow you to register for an
event.

The DIT Events Portal is your central hub
for business and networking opportunities.
Search for future events and missions,
register online and network with fellow 
delegates. See: https://www.contactus.
trade.gov.uk/office-finder.

DIT webinars
The DIT webinar service runs hundreds 
of free hour-long internet events covering
topics, sectors and countries around the
world, helping you shape your export plan.
These events allow you to interact with the
experts in specific sectors and countries
and allow you to ask questions to enhance
your knowledge.

To see upcoming DIT webinars, please
visit: https://www.events.trade.gov.uk/ and
search for webinars.

DIT Overseas Market Introduction 
Service (OMIS)
You can also commission a DIT Overseas
Market Introduction Service (OMIS) to help
you enter or expand your business in
Bangladesh. Under this service, DIT’s
Trade and Investment Advisers, who have
wide local experience and knowledge, can
identify business partners and provide the
support and advice most relevant to your
company's specific needs in Bangladesh.
Contact the DIT team at the British High
Commission Dhaka for more information,
at: https://www.gov.uk/world/organisa-
tions/department-for-international-trade-
bangladesh#contact-us

Other DIT services
DIT assists new and experienced 
exporters with information, help and advice
on entering overseas markets such as
Bangladesh. These services include:

• an Export Health Check to assess 
your company’s readiness for 
exporting and help develop a plan of 
action

• training in the requirements for trading 
overseas

• access to an experienced local 
International Trade Adviser

• help to grow your business through 
online exports

• specialist help with tackling cultural 
issues when communicating with 
Bangladeshi customers and partners

• advice on how to go about market 
research and the possibility of a grant 
towards approved market-research 
projects
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• ongoing support to help you continue 
to develop overseas trade, and look at 
dealing with more-sophisticated 
activities or markets

• information, contacts, advice, 
mentoring and support from DIT staff 
in the UK and their network of staff in 
Bangladesh

• support to participate in trade fairs in 
Bangladesh

• opportunities to participate in sector-
based trade missions and seminars

• access to major buyers, local 
government and supply chains in 
Bangladesh

• advice on forming international joint 
ventures and partnerships;

• exploratory visits to Bangladesh

• alerts to the latest and best business 
opportunities

To find out more about commissioning any
of these services, contact a DIT Export 
Adviser at: https://www.contactus.trade.
gov.uk/enquiry/topic for a free consultation,
or see further details at: https://www.gov.
uk/government/organisations/department-
for-international-trade/about-our-services.

In-market support
If you already export, and have decided
Bangladesh is part of your business 
strategy, you are advised to contact the
DIT team at the British High Commission
Dhaka prior to your visit, to discuss your
objectives and what help you may need. 

See: https://www.gov.uk/world/organisa-
tions/department-for-international-trade-
bangladesh#contact-us

They can provide a range of Bangladesh-
specific services for you, including the 
provision of market information, validated
lists of agents/potential partners, key 
market players or potential customers; 
establishing interest from such contacts;
and arranging in-market appointments 
for you. In addition, they can also organise
events for you to meet contacts in
Bangladesh, or to promote your 
company and your products/services.

[Source – DIT/gov.uk]

Support from the UK Bangladesh 
Catalysts of Commerce & Industry 
(UKBCCI)

The UK Bangladesh Catalysts of 
Commerce & Industry (UKBCCI) is a 
leading umbrella business organisation,
which aims to bring together and 
nurture successful British-Bangladeshi 
entrepreneurs in the UK and Bangladesh.

The organisation has been founded by
some of the most prominent and 
philanthropic members of the Bangladeshi
community, including the Chairman of the
UKBCCI, Iqbal Ahmed OBE, and President
Bajloor Rashid MBE. UKBCCI brings forth
the knowledge and experience of these 
individuals to further enhance their aims
and objectives for the benefit of the 
business community.
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The UKBCCI is also proud to host its 
annual Business & Entrepreneur 
Excellence Awards, recognising the
achievements of entrepreneurs in the 
UK and Bangladesh.

UKBCCI aims & objectives:
• provide more effective practical support 

and communications to existing and 
future entrepreneurs and to promote 
and improve the business environment
in UK and Bangladesh

• stimulate a vibrant economy within 
the community and produce a 
co-operative effort to enhance the 
overall quality of businesses that will 
enable them to reach their highest 
potential

• work towards increasing the prosperity
by facilitating the growth of existing 
businesses

• create inward and outward investment 
between the UK and Bangladesh 
whilst addressing and promoting the 
establishment and improvement of the 
social, professional, civic, cultural and 
educational needs of the business 
community

• create and support in all aspects the 
next generation of entrepreneurs, and 
continuing our past efforts of liaising 
and developing our relationship with 
the business community

• help a wide variety of business 
communities to achieve a more 
sustainable performance model, 
encouraging and improving best 
practice standards

• offer help and advice to small and 
medium size businesses on start-up 
and growth

To become a member of UKBCCI, please
fill in the membership form on the website
at: www.ukbcci.org.uk.

Address: Unit S1, Montefiore Centre, 
Hanbury Street, London, E1 5HZ.

Tel: 020 7247 2331

[Source – UKBCCI]

Support from the British Bangladesh
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(BBCCI)

The chamber offers a wide range of 
services to both Bangladeshi and British
companies already involved in or planning
to become a part of a long-standing 
bilateral trading relationship. These 
services include the provision of business
information and research, seminars and
workshops, cultural advice and networking
opportunities.

For more information on how the BBCCI
can help you, or on becoming a member,
contact: http://www.bbcc.org.uk/.

[Source – British Bangladesh Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry]
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Support from the Institute of Export 
& International Trade

Raising the profile of international trade
qualifications and experienced members 
is only part of how IOE&IT membership is
essential for any individual or business 
involved with global trade.

Importantly, the IOE&IT also offer access
to a unique range of benefits and services
specific to international trade: 

• Help with any export issues you come 
across. Our team of experts can help 
with questions on documentation, 
export controls, the UK Bribery Act, 
customs & VAT procedures, regulatory 
and compliance issues, insurance 
issues, payment terms, transport and 
logistics. Members get free access to 
our experts via a Technical Helpline. 
See: https://www.export.org.uk/page/ 
Export_Helpline

• A voice for your ideas and concerns. 
We represent your point of view and 
feed back to government, HMRC and 
other influencing bodies on issues that 
impact you, plus participate in Institute 
responses to central government with 
regard to proposed legislative changes.

• A complete range of international trade
qualifications – for those that have no 
experience, up to those who wish to 
qualify themselves to take a business 
degree. The Institute's qualifications 
are widely recognised as providing 
both employers and employees with 
the necessary international business 
practice linked to satisfying career 
planning and development. See:
https://www.export.org.uk/page/
qualifications

• A range of short courses giving you 
the skills and expertise you need to 
gain a competitive advantage in the 
challenging and complex world of 
export, import and international trade. 
See: https://www.export.org.uk/page/ 
TrainingCourses

• An extensive events programme to 
help you share information and connect 
at every level in the international trade 
community, whether it is sector-specific 
or regional. See: https://www.export. 
org.uk/events/event_list.asp

• Inclusion in surveys to research the 
attitudes and changes to world trade.

For more information on how the IOE&IT
can help you, or on becoming a member,
contact the IOE&IT at: https://www.export.
org.uk/page/about.

Open to Export
Open to Export is the IOE&IT’s free, online
advice service for UK companies looking
to grow internationally. It offers free 
information and support on anything 
to do with exporting and hosts online 
discussions via its forum, webinars and 
social media, where businesses can ask
any export question, and learn from each
other.

Open to Export can be accessed at:
http://opentoexport.com/.

[Source – Institute of Export & International
Trade]
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If you intend to use Dhaka as a hub to visit other
countries in the region, make sure you get a multiple
entry visa. If you are intending to work in Bangladesh
make sure you get the correct visa before you travel.
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& INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Moving in the right
direction
• The leading UK authority on all

aspects of international trade

• Exporting excellence through          
education

• Expert solutions to your export 
needs

• Maximising your profit
from International

Trade

Our main aim is to help you achieve
your export and international trade

goals.

If you do well, we do well. 

Join us today
Call: +44(0)1733 404 400
email: institute@export.org.uk

www.export.org.uk
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Getting here and advice about 
your stay

Entry requirements for Bangladesh

Visas
You will need a visa to enter Bangladesh.
You can get a visa from the Bangladesh
High Commission in London
(http://www.bhclondon.org.uk/Visa.html) or
a one-month visa on arrival for the purpose
of official duty, business, investment and
tourism. Visa extensions are available at
the Department of Immigration and 
Passports. See: http://www.dip.gov.bd/.

If you intend to use Dhaka as a hub to visit
other countries in the region, make sure
you get a multiple entry visa. If you are 
intending to work in Bangladesh make
sure you get the correct visa before you
travel.

If you have had your passport renewed in
Bangladesh, you will need a new visa. The
Bangladesh Department of Immigration
and Passports (telephone: +880 2
8159878 / +880 2 8123788 / +880 2
8123323, or visit: http://www.dip.gov.bd/) 
is able to issue an ‘exit visa’ or a ‘no visa
required’ stamp. Officers there are unlikely
to speak English, so you may need an 
interpreter. 

Make sure you have an entry stamp
placed in your passport on entry into
Bangladesh otherwise you may have 
problems on departure.

Passport validity
Your passport should be valid for the 
proposed duration of your stay. No 
additional period of validity beyond this 
is required.

UK Emergency Travel Documents
UK Emergency Travel Documents (ETDs)
(https://www.gov.uk/emergency-travel-
document/) are accepted for entry, airside
transit and exit from Bangladesh. Holders
of an ETD must apply for the appropriate
Bangladesh visa to enter Bangladesh.
You can apply for an ETD if you are
abroad and your passport has been lost 
or stolen, damaged or expired, and you
cannot get a new or replacement passport
in time to travel. See: https://www.gov.uk/
emergency-travel-document.

Working in Bangladesh
The employer must apply in advance to
the Bangladesh Board of Investment
(BIDA) at: http://www.boi.gov.bd/. Foreign
nationals working in Bangladesh must get
an Income Tax Clearance Certificate or an
Income Tax Exemption Certificate before
each departure from Bangladesh. Full 
details are available on the Bangladesh
Board of Revenue website at:
http://nbr.gov.bd/.

Yellow fever certificate requirements
Check whether you need a yellow fever
certificate by visiting the National Travel
Health Network and Centre’s TravelHealth-
Pro website at: http://travelhealthpro.org.
uk/country/22/bangladesh.
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Money

The local currency is Taka (BDT). 
Travellers’ cheques can be cashed at
banks and at the airports. Take care when
using credit cards as there is the potential
for fraud. Standard Chartered Bank has
ATMs across Bangladesh. HSBC has
ATMs in Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet.
Some of the five-star hotels in Dhaka have
ATM facilities. UK cards are accepted.
There are commercial money transfer
services available in Dhaka and in towns
and cities across Bangladesh where you
can receive money sent from the UK.

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]

Local laws and customs

Local laws reflect the fact that Bangladesh
is a mainly Islamic country. You should 
respect local traditions, customs, laws and
religions at all times and be aware of your
actions to ensure that they do not offend
other cultures or religious beliefs, 
especially during the holy month of 
Ramadan or if you intend to visit religious
areas.

In 2018, the holy month of Ramadan is 
expected to start on 15th May and finish 
on 14th June. See the ‘Travelling during
Ramadan’ advice on the gov.uk website:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/travelling-
during-ramadan.

You should dress modestly to avoid 
causing offence. Women should cover
their shoulders and wear long skirts or
trousers.

Same-sex relations are illegal.

If you are a dual British-Bangladeshi 
national you will be considered by the
Bangladesh Government to be a
Bangladeshi citizen, even if you do not
hold, or have never held, a Bangladeshi
passport and were born outside
Bangladesh. This may limit the assistance
the British Government can offer you.

For further information on Bangladesh 
nationality, check with the Bangladesh
High Commission in London, at:
http://www.bhclondon.org.uk/.

Violating local laws may result in a jail 
sentence, served in a local prison. Delays
and inefficiency in the judicial system can
result in long detentions until court 
hearings eventually take place. Prison
conditions are far below UK standards.
A British national under detention in
Bangladesh has a right to request that the
British High Commission be notified about
his or her situation and gain access to
them. In most circumstances this right
does not extend to those with dual 
nationality.

There are severe penalties for possession
and trafficking of illegal drugs. Some
drugs-related offences are punishable 
by the death penalty or life imprisonment.
Carry a photocopy of the data page and
Bangladeshi visa from your passport at all
times, plus copies of other important travel
documents. Local officials may ask you 
for proof of identity. Keep the originals 
separately, and leave copies with friends 
or relatives in the UK. Family law in
Bangladesh is very different from UK law.
You should take particular care when, for
example, child custody becomes an issue.

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]
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Safety and security

Political violence
Bangladesh has a long history of 
political violence. If you are currently in
Bangladesh, or intend to travel there, even
if you are a regular visitor with family or
business links you should monitor the
media and regularly consult travel advice.
Details of English language news 
broadcasts are as follows:

• ATN Bangla – 6pm

• ATN News – 1pm and 7pm

• BTV – 4pm and 10pm

• Independent TV – 4.30pm

There are also several online English 
language newspapers and agencies in
Bangladesh. See: http://www.24livenews-
paper.com/english-newspaper

There is continuing tension between 
the government and the opposition
Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) 
led 20 Party Alliance. Protests and 
demonstrations can quickly turn violent
and lead to clashes with law enforcement
agencies. Violent attacks, incidents of
arson, and vandalism can suddenly break
out across the country, mainly in towns
and cities.

Be vigilant at all times. If you see a 
demonstration developing, or are in a 
situation in which you feel unsafe, move
away to a place of safety. Stay away from
large gatherings, and avoid political offices
and rallies. If you are travelling during a
hartal (strike) avoid demonstrations and
protests as they may quickly turn violent. 

There could be attacks on property and
public transport.

Crime
Dhaka police have highlighted the 
increasing number of criminal gangs 
operating in the city and reminded people
to be aware of potential threats including
robbery and violent crime.

Armed robbery, pick pocketing, and purse
snatching can occur. Do not carry large
amounts of money with you or wear 
jewellery in the street. Thieves often work
in pairs on motorcycles or motorised 
rickshaws known as ‘CNGs’.

Passengers using rickshaws, or travelling
alone in taxis are particularly vulnerable,
especially at night. Avoid using public
transport if you are on your own. Cycle
rickshaws are not safe; they offer little 
protection for passengers in the event of 
a crash.

There have been reports of officials 
abusing their authority. Make sure you are
accompanied if you visit a police station.

There have been reports of theft and 
harassment at Dhaka and Sylhet airports.
Beware of touts offering to carry your bags.
Arrange transfers in advance. Taxis, 
including those serving the airport, often
overcharge and drivers have been known
to rob passengers. Passport theft at Dhaka
and Sylhet airports is a particular concern.
Be vigilant and make sure your documents
and any valuables are kept secure at all
times.
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Abductions
Abduction of children and businessmen 
for ransom is not unknown. Although this
does not appear to be particularly directed
at foreigners, you should be aware that 
the long-standing policy of the British 
Government is not to make substantive
concessions to hostage takers. The 
British Government considers that paying 
ransoms and releasing prisoners increases
the risk of further hostage taking.

Local travel

Consult a reliable local contact before
going into unfamiliar areas or areas where
there is a history of trouble.

Chittagong Hill Tracts
The FCO advise against all but essential
travel to the Chittagong Hill Tracts, which
comprise the districts of Rangamati, 
Khagrachari and Bandarban. This area
does not include Chittagong City, or other
parts of Chittagong Division.

Security in the Chittagong Hill Tracts 
continues to be a cause for concern. 
In 2010 clashes between rival ethnic
groups led to fatalities. A gun fight in 2011 
between rival political factions resulted 
in at least five deaths. There are regular
reports of violence and other criminal 
activities, particularly in the more remote
areas. If you propose to visit the 
Chittagong Hill Tracts you must give the
Bangladesh authorities ten days’ notice 
of your travel plans.

For further information, contact: Chittagong
Divisional Commissioner’s Office (tel: +880
031 615247), or Chittagong Deputy 
Commissioner’s Office (tel: +880 031
619996).

Indian border
Take particular care near the border areas.
There are regular reports of individuals
being killed for illegally crossing the border
with India. There are occasional skirmishes
between the Indian and Bangladeshi 
border guards, including exchanges of
gunfire.

Road travel
If you intend to drive you should get an 
International Driving Permit. See:
http://www.theaa.com/driving-advice/
driving-abroad/idp.

Roads are in poor condition, and road
safety is also very poor. Drivers of larger
vehicles expect to be given right of way.
Speeding, dangerous and aggressive
overtaking and sudden manoeuvres 
without indicating often cause serious 
accidents. You should take particular 
care on long road journeys and use 
well-travelled and well-lit routes where 
possible. Traffic is heavy and chaotic in
urban areas. City streets are extremely
congested and the usual rules of the 
road may not apply. Many drivers are 
unlicensed and uninsured.

Driving at night is especially dangerous as
many vehicles are unlit, or travel on full-
beam headlights. There is also a risk of
banditry if you travel between towns after
dark, by train, bus or ferry.

Air travel
The UK Department for Transport (DfT)
has carried out assessments of security 
at Hazrat Shahjalal International Airport.
Following these, the DfT has assessed
that security at Hazrat Shahjalal 
International Airport does not meet some
international security requirements. 
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The UK Government is working to support
the Bangladeshi authorities to ensure that
all international aviation security require-
ments are met. You can read more about
the DfT assessment at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/news/bangladesh-airport-
update.

The FCO cannot offer advice on the safety
of individual airlines. However, the 
International Air Transport Association 
publishes a list of registered airlines that
have been audited and found to meet a
number of operational safety standards
and recommended practices. 

See: http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/
safety/audit/Pages/index.aspx. This list 
is not exhaustive and the absence of an
airline from this list does not necessarily
mean that it is unsafe.

In 2012 the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation carried out an audit of the
level of implementation of the critical 
elements of safety oversight in
Bangladesh. See: https://www.icao.int/
safety/Pages/USOAP-Results.aspx.
You can find a list of recent Bangladesh 
incidents and accidents on the website of
the Aviation Safety network at: 
http://aviation-safety.net/database/country/
country.php?id=S2.

Rail travel
Bangladesh has an extensive but old rail
network. Rail travel in Bangladesh is 
generally slow. There are occasional 
derailments and other incidents, which can
result in injuries and deaths. Trains have
been actively targeted and derailed during
the current unrest.

On some trains, first class compartments
may be lockable. Make sure the 
compartment door is locked if you are 
travelling overnight. For further information
see the Bangladesh railways website at:
http://www.railway.gov.bd/.

Sea and river travel
River and sea ferries are often 
dangerously overcrowded, particularly 
in the days around religious festivals and
other holidays. There have been a number
of serious accidents in Bangladesh and
capsizing is common. Take care if you 
use the ferries. There are frequent acts of
piracy in and around Bangladeshi waters.

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]

Natural disasters

Tropical cyclones
The climate in Bangladesh is sub-tropical
and governed by monsoon winds. Extreme
weather episodes like tropical cyclones
can occur. Updated weather reports 
can be found on the websites of the
Bangladesh Meteorological Department at:
http://www.bmd.gov.bd/?/home/ and the
World Meteorological Organisation at:
http://severe.worldweather.org/tc/in/index.
html.

See also the UK Government tropical 
cyclones page at: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/tropical-cyclones for advice
about what to do if you are caught up 
in a storm.
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Monsoon season
In the monsoon season from June to 
October there is widespread and extensive
flooding. This can disrupt travel particularly
in rural areas. Check that routes are 
passable before setting out on long 
journeys.

Earthquakes
Around one half of Bangladesh, including
the cities of Moulvibazar and Sylhet, is 
located in a high-risk earthquake zone.
Most of the rest, including Dhaka, is 
considered moderate risk. Tremors and
earthquakes, usually minor ones, occur
from time to time. To learn more about
what to do before, during and after an
earthquake, see the website of the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency
at: https://www.ready.gov/earthquakes.

Tsunamis
Bangladesh can be affected by tsunamis
and the government of Bangladesh can
issue tsunami warnings. Monitor local
news and follow any advice given by the
local authorities.

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]

Protective security advice

Bangladesh is a cash society although the
use of credit and debit cards to pay for
goods and services is increasing with the
main hotels and restaurants accepting
most international credit cards. The cloning
of credit cards is not as prevalent as in
other markets within the region.

Read the information provided on the UK
Government’s protective security advice
page, at: https://www.gov.uk/government
/collections/overseas-business-risk.

Terrorism
Terrorists are very likely to try to carry out
attacks in Bangladesh. The threat extends
across the country. Since March 2017, 
militants have focused their attacks on 
the security forces but there is a risk that
foreign nationals may also be directly 
targeted. Crowded areas and places
where foreign nationals are known to
gather may be at higher risk of attack. 
You should minimise your exposure to
these areas, consider your movements
carefully and follow any specific advice of
the local security authorities.

Since July 2016, the Bangladeshi 
authorities have successfully disrupted 
a number of planned attacks and made 
a number of arrests; a number of their 
operations against suspected militants
have also resulted in fatalities. The
Bangladeshi authorities remain at high
alert following previous incidents: there
may be increases in security force 
presence and restrictions on movement
may be put in place at short notice.

Since September 2015 Daesh (formerly re-
ferred to as ISIL) has claimed responsibility
for a number of terrorist attacks in
Bangladesh including:

• the 1st July 2016 attack at the Holey 
Artisan Bakery in the Gulshan 2 district
of Dhaka, which resulted in the death 
of 20 hostages, mainly foreign 
nationals, and two police officers;

• the murders of two foreign nationals 
and sporadic attacks against minority 
religious communities and law the 
security forces, including attacks using
suicide bombers.
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Groups affiliated to Al Qaeda in the Indian
Sub-continent (AQIS) have also claimed
responsibility for the murder of a number
people who they consider to have views
and lifestyles contrary to Islam. Online 
activists, including secular bloggers and
two members of the LGBTI community,
have been murdered most recently in April
2016.

There is a heightened threat of terrorist 
attack globally against UK interests and
British nationals, from groups or individuals
motivated by the conflict in Iraq and Syria.
You should be vigilant at this time.

Find out more about the global threat from
terrorism, how to minimise your risk and
what to do in the event of a terrorist attack.
See: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/reduce-
your-risk-from-terrorism-while-abroad

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]

Organised crime
There is no evidence to suggest organised
crime is affecting or involved in business
with foreign companies.

Most crime is against property, opportunistic
and can be mitigated with sensible crime
prevention measures. Nonetheless 
robberies, pickpocketing, and purse
snatching do occur and there are periodic
incidents, notably in Dhaka’s upscale 
residential suburbs Gulshan and Banani,
where resident westerners, although 
familiar with local conditions, are 
occasionally the victims of targeted street
robbery. You should not carry large amount
of money with you or wear open displays
of expensive jewellery. We advise against
taking ‘‘cycle rickshaws’’, “CNGs” 
(Tuk-Tuks) or public taxis as a safe 
mode of transport.

On arrival at Hazrat Shahjalal International
Airport, it is recommended you use 
company transport, if possible, or make
prior pick-up arrangements with your hotel.
We recommend you use such transport for
the duration of your visit.

Read the information provided on the UK
Government’s organised crime page at:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/crime-and-
fraud-prevention-for-businesses-in-
international-trade.

[Source – FCO Overseas Business Risk/gov.uk,
June 2017]

Property disputes
The British High Commission has no 
authority to intervene on behalf of British
nationals of Bangladeshi origin with regard
to land or property problems. The High
Commission can provide a list of local
lawyers.

The ‘Probashi Kollan Cell’ (also known as
‘The Expatriates’ Welfare Cell’) is a service
set up by the Sylheti Police to provide 
advice to foreign nationals in Bangladesh,
including dual national British/Bangladeshis.
The Cell can offer assistance with land and
family disputes, threats, violence and other
legal issues within their remit. The contact
numbers are:

• Sylhet Metropolitan: 
+880 171 337 4375

• Sylhet District: 
+880 192 699 9902

• Habigonj District: 
+880 192 699 9903



• Sunamgonj District: 
+880 192 699 9905

• Moulvibazar District: 
+880 192 699 9905

• Head Quarters, Deputy Inspector 
of Police 9DIG, Alompur, Sylhet: 
+880 171 3374 364; 
email: digsylhet@police.gov.bd

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]

Health

Visit your health professional at least 
four-to-six weeks before your trip to check
whether you need any vaccinations or
other preventive measures. Country-
specific information and advice is 
published by the National Travel Health
Network and Centre on the TravelHealth-
Pro website: https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/
countries and by NHS (Scotland) on the
FitForTravel website: http://www.fitfor-
travel.nhs.uk/destinations.aspx.

Useful information and advice about
healthcare abroad is also available on the
NHS Choices website: http://www.nhs.uk/
NHSEngland/Healthcareabroad/Pages/
Healthcareabroad.aspx.

Medical facilities in Bangladesh are poor.
Routine tests and X-rays are unreliable.
Make sure you have adequate travel
health insurance and accessible funds to
cover the cost of any medical treatment
abroad and repatriation.

If you need emergency medical assistance
during your trip and have access to a 
vehicle, it may be quicker to head straight
to the nearest hospital yourself. If you do
not have access to a vehicle, or are unsure
where the nearest hospital is situated, dial
+880 02 955 5555 or +880 01 730 336 699
and ask for an ambulance. If you suspect a
heart attack, ask for a ‘cardiac ambulance’.
You should contact your insurance/medical
assistance company promptly if you are 
referred to a medical facility for treatment.
Make sure you have adequate travel
health insurance and accessible funds to
cover the cost of any medical treatment
abroad and repatriation.

[Source – FCO Travel Advice/gov.uk]

FCO travel advice
If you are travelling to Bangladesh for 
business, the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office (FCO) website has travel advice to
help you prepare for your visits overseas
and to stay safe and secure while you are
there.

For advice please visit the FCO Travel
section pages on the gov.uk website:
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/
bangladesh

Travel insurance
Take out comprehensive travel and 
medical insurance before you travel. See
FCO Foreign Travel Insurance:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/foreign-travel-
insurance.
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South East Asian nations have been experiencing a
boom in the aviation industry. Bangladesh is no 
exception. This has made Bangladesh a profitable
destination for many foreign airlines, while creating
scope for the emergence of private domestic airlines.
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Sector-specific opportunities in
Bangladesh

Research

You should carry out as much market 
research and planning as possible before
exporting to Bangladesh, using both desk
research and visits to the market. You
need to determine if there is a market for
your product or service and whether your
pricing is competitive. 

DIT’s trade specialists can help you iden-
tify local representatives for your products
in Bangladesh. See: https://www.gov.uk/
overseas-customers-export-opportunities.

DIT provides free international export sales
leads from its worldwide network. Find 
export opportunities in Bangladesh at:
https://opportunities.export.great.gov.uk/.

Government tenders in Bangladesh 

You can access tenders for all major public
projects in Bangladesh via the Central 
Procurement Technical Unit at:
http://www.cptu.gov.bd/.

Aid-funded business opportunities
The international aid agencies fund 
projects to improve prosperity in 
developing countries.

To identify opportunities to supply products
and services to the international aid 
agencies, contact DIT’s Aid Funded 
Business Service at: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/aid-funded-business for more 
information.

Aviation sector 

Airline industry – briefing
Over the last decade, South East Asian
nations have been experiencing a boom 
in the aviation industry. Bangladesh is 
no exception. Each year an estimated
400,000 people leave Bangladesh for 
employment, and more than 100,000 visit
Saudi Arabia for Hajj. This has made
Bangladesh a profitable destination for
many foreign airlines, while creating scope
for the emergence of private domestic 
airlines.

However, despite these huge prospects,
because of the costs involved in maintaining
a successful airline, Bangladesh lags 
behind many other Asian nations.

Passenger flights
There are currently five major companies
operating in the Bangladesh aviation 
industry:

• Biman Bangladesh Airlines (the 
national flag-carrier)

• United Airways

• Regent Airways

• Novo Air

• US Bangla Airlines

When the Asian airlines industry was 
experiencing tremendous growth, there
were concerns with the quality of service in
Bangladesh, although reform measures
have been taken over the years to improve
this.
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Airports
Dhaka lies on the air route connecting 
the Far-East to the West. With quality and 
capacity enhancements, Hazrat Shahjalal
International Airport could potentially be an
East-West connector hub of the future –
currently Bangladesh has five operational
domestic airports but only three interna-
tional airports, and these are not yet large
enough to accommodate the Airbus A380.

Cargo flights
There are security concerns with cargo
flights from Bangladesh, and as a result
Germany is now the third country (after
Australia and the UK) to restrict direct
cargo flights from Bangladesh. This is 
a problem as Germany represents the 
second-largest ready-made garments
(RMG) destination after the USA for
Bangladesh, valued at approximately US
$4.98 billion in the financial year 2016. 
The Bangladesh Government has taken
initiatives to ensure airport security, but the
restrictions are still in effect.

[Source – based on Senior Research Associate
at Policy Research Institute of Bangladesh (PRI),
azmina.azad@gmail.com, Sept 2016]

Education and training sector

Bangladesh relies more than most 
developing countries on its human 
resources. About 20% of the total 
population (around 29 million people) 
are students.

The international aid agencies strongly
support the education sector in
Bangladesh. Education sector 
programmes have been defined 
and funded by institutions such as:

• the EU

• the Asian Development Bank (ADB)

• the World Bank

• UNICEF

A Cross-Border Higher Education (CBHE)
regulation has been introduced, making it
part of Bangladesh national education 
policy. This regulation recognises foreign
qualifications. Foreign universities/
education providers can now offer their
programmes and open campuses or 
study centres in Bangladesh.

The new CBHE policy opens up 
opportunities for UK education organisations
in higher and vocational education:

• English language and IT training centres

• content and curriculum development 
according to industry need

• e-learning programmes

• qualification assessment and quality 
assurance programmes

• teaching and leadership training 
programmes

• education facility management and 
consultancy

• capacity building of the Technical 
Training Institute



• introduction of level three and above 
for vocational curriculum so that 
vocational students can go for higher 
education

• international standard laboratory

• publication house

Contact: dhaka.commercial@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in the
education and training sector.

[Source – DIT/gov.uk]

Energy sector

Natural gas is currently the only local 
non-renewable energy resource being 
produced and consumed in large 
quantities. Around 85% of the power 
generated is gas based.

The Bangladesh Power Development
Board (http://www.bpdb.gov.bd/bpdb/)
states that total Installed Generation 
capacity including Captive Power (as of
the 1st February 2017) has increased to
15,755 MW. Fertiliser production is also 
fuelling demand for gas production.

Opportunities for UK companies include:

• supply of machinery and equipment

• consultancy services

• construction of power projects

Contact: dhaka.commercial@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in the
energy sector.

[Source – DIT/gov.uk]

Environment and water sector

The Bangladesh Government published
the Bangladesh Climate Change Strategy
and Action Plan (BCCSAP) in 2009 (see:
http://www.sdnbd.org/moef.pdf). BCCSAP
has identified 44 different programmes
within five areas including:

• food security

• social protection

• health

• comprehensive disaster management

• infrastructure

There are opportunities for UK companies
in:

• supply of machinery and equipment

• consultancy services

Contact: dhaka.commercial@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in the
environment and water sector.

[Source – DIT/gov.uk]
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Financial services sector

Accountancy in Bangladesh – briefing
The UK’s Chartered Institute of Public 
Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) and 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Bangladesh (ICAB) have signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
to help strengthen public financial 
management in Bangladesh.

The purpose of this MoU is to create a
basis for co-operation and collaboration 
between CIPFA and ICAB for the 
advancement of high-quality public 
financial management in Bangladesh
through joint activity in a number of areas
including:

• capacity building in the area of public 
financial management within ICAB and
amongst its members

• the development of a 'Centre of 
Excellence' to strengthen the 
accounting profession and public 
financial management in Bangladesh

• development enabling opportunities for
membership

The Chartered Institute of Public Finance
and Accountancy (CIPFA) is one of the
leading professional accountancy bodies in
the UK and the only one which specialises
in the public services. It is responsible for
the education and training of professional
accountants and for their regulation
through the setting and monitoring of 
professional standards.

Uniquely among the professional 
accountancy bodies in the UK, CIPFA has

responsibility for setting accounting 
standards for a significant part of the 
economy, namely local government.
CIPFA’s members work (often at the most
senior level) in public service bodies, in 
the national audit agencies and major 
accountancy firms. They are respected
throughout for their high technical and 
ethical standards and professional 
integrity. CIPFA also provides a range 
of high-quality advisory, information and
training and consultancy services to public
service organisations. As such, CIPFA is
the leading independent commentator on
managing and accounting for public
money.

ICAB is engaged in providing leadership 
in the development, enhancement and 
co-ordination of the accountancy 
profession in Bangladesh, in order to 
enable the profession to provide services
of consistently high quality in the public 
interest. ICAB provides its members with
knowledge and guidance based on the
highest professional, ethical and technical
standards.

ICAB also ensures a high level of 
professional competence among the 
membership and those aspiring to be
members. It influences national policy 
formulation in areas related to the 
accountancy profession and contributes 
to the national development efforts. The
ICAB certification is considered to be the
premier qualification in the field of 
accountancy in Bangladesh. Its members,
aggregating more than 1,600, are 
employed in public practice, business, 
industry, and both the public and the 
private sector.
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Both the Institutes have entered into this
MoU to act in the public interest for 
promoting sound public financial 
management in the government and its 
allied organisations and departments
across Bangladesh. CIPFA will consult with
ICAB regarding activities in Bangladesh,
seeking advice and guidance where 
appropriate and will seek to collaborate 
on all appropriate opportunities.

[Source – ICAB]

Information and communication 
technology (ICT) sector

Growth in Bangladesh’s software and ICT
industry has resulted from:

• export demand

• increasing ICT automation in domestic 
market

Local demand has come from large 
automation projects by the:

• telecom industry

• banking sector

• garments/textile industry

There are opportunities for UK companies
in:

• upgrading the telecommunication 
infrastructure

• joint venture projects with local 
companies for Business Process 
Outsourcing (BPO)

• consultancy services

Contact: dhaka.commercial@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in the
ICT sector.

[Source – DIT/gov.uk]

Legal sector

Bangladesh legal system – briefing
As a common law country, Bangladesh’s
Supreme Court has the power not only to
interpret the Constitution and the laws
made by parliament, but also declare them
null and void when they are found 
inconsistent with any of the provisions of
the Constitution, and enforce fundamental
rights of the citizens. Although founded on
the English common law system, the laws
of Bangladesh take a statutory form, which
are enacted by the legislature and 
interpreted by the Supreme Court.

The word ‘law’ means any act, ordinance,
order, rule, regulation, byelaw, notification
or other legal instrument, and any custom
or usage, having the force of law in
Bangladesh. Under this definition, the 
Act of Parliament, the Ordinance and 
President’s Orders are treated as primary
legislation, whereas rules and regulations
are considered as secondary legislation.

Article 111 of the Constitution of
Bangladesh 1972 provides that the law 
declared by the Appellate Division shall be
binding on the High Court Division, and the
law declared by either division of the
Supreme Court shall be binding on all
courts subordinate to it. 
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Therefore, the statutory laws, secondary
legislation and judgment laws or precedent
along with customs and usage all form the
sources of law in Bangladesh. 

Legal profession in Bangladesh
The Bangladesh Bar Council, a statutory
autonomous body constituted under the
Bangladesh Legal Practitioners and Bar
Council Order 1972, is the central body 
to regulate different activities of the
Bangladesh legal profession including 
enrolment, professional misconduct etc.
The Council is headed by the Attorney-
General of Bangladesh and run by a 
committee of fifteen members.

More details about the Bangladesh Bar
Council can be found at: http://www.
barcouncil.gov.bd/.

Life sciences sector

Biotechnology and pharmaceuticals
Life sciences is one of the fastest growing
sectors in Bangladesh. In 2013 the 
domestic market grew by 24.3% to US
$1.136 billion.

Many companies are looking to partner 
foreign investors. There are 260 registered
pharmaceutical companies with 191 in 
operation. These companies meet 97% of
domestic demand.

Products still being imported include:

• vaccines

• anticancer products

• haematological products

• biotech products

Contact: dhaka.commercial@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in the
life sciences sector.

[Source – DIT/gov.uk]
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If you want to establish a business relationship that
goes beyond exporting, you will need to carry out 
further research. A thorough evaluation of your 
potential partner may be time consuming and 
expensive, but doing so will greatly reduce the risk 
of serious problems in the future.
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Preparing to export

Consultation and bespoke research

Visit: https://www.great.gov.uk/uk/ for 
guidance on how to research overseas
markets as well as a range of other 
important issues for exporters.

Researching the Bangladesh market
You need to research market entry 
requirements using both desk research
and market visits.

You need to determine whether:

• there is a market for your product or 
service

• your pricing is competitive

• to adapt your business model

The questions listed here should help 
you to focus your thoughts. Your answers
to them will highlight areas for further 
research and also suggest a way forward
that is right for your company. You may
then want to use this as a basis for 
developing a formal Bangladesh strategy,
although this may not be necessary or 
appropriate for all companies:

Your aims:
• Do you wish to buy from Bangladesh, 

sell to Bangladesh or both?

• Do you wish to establish your own 
company presence in Bangladesh 
(for example through a corporate or 
non-corporate entity, direct sales, 
appointing a local agent, online 
selling, licensing or franchising)?

• Do you need to be involved in 
Bangladesh at all?

• Do you see Bangladesh as part of a 
wider plan including e.g. Pakistan or 
India now or in the future?

Your company:
• What are the unique selling points for 

your product or service?

• Do you know if there is a market for 
your product or service in 
Bangladesh?

• Do you know if you can be competitive
in Bangladesh?

• Are your competitors already in 
Bangladesh? If so, what are they 
doing?

• Do you have the time and resources to
handle the demands of communication,
travel, product delivery and after-sales 
service?

Your knowledge:
• Do you know how to secure payment 

for your products or service?

• Do you know where in Bangladesh 
you should start?

• Do you know how to locate and screen
potential partners, agents or 
distributors?

• Have you carried out any Bangladesh-
specific customer segmentation, and 
do you know how to best reach 
potential customers in-market?

Doing Business in Bangladesh
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It is unlikely that you will have the answers
to all these questions at the outset and
these ‘knowledge gaps’ could form the
basis for further research and investigation.
Some of these questions will require 
quantitative research in your sector, while
others involve more contextual and cultural
considerations.

Talking to other people in your industry and
regularly visiting Bangladesh will give you
access to the most current advice, and
such experience can often lead to new 
insights and form the basis for further
research.

There is also some useful guidance on 
developing a marketing strategy, customer
segmentation, competitor and SWOT
analysis etc. at: https://www.great.gov.uk/
uk/ – and the IOE&IT and British Chamber
can help too.

There may be trade shows held in
Bangladesh each year, which could 
be useful to test product viability in the
market. The Department for International
Trade (DIT) Tradeshow Access 
Programme at: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/tradeshow-access-programme
provides funding in the form of grants for
eligible businesses to attend overseas
trade shows. The funding helps your 
business gain:

• market knowledge

• experience in attending and getting the
most from overseas trade shows

• advice and support from trade experts

Visit the DIT events portal at: 
https:// events.trade.gov.uk/ to find 
upcoming events and missions.
Find out more about marketing your goods
and services for Bangladesh at:
https://www.great.gov.uk/uk/.

Contact the DIT team in Bangladesh at:
https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/de-
partment-for-international-trade-
bangladesh#contact-us for events and
company launches at the British High
Commission.

Start-up considerations

Visit: www.great.gov.uk/uk/ for guidance on
how to research overseas markets as well
as a range of other important issues for 
exporters. 

Consult a local lawyer to avoid costly 
mistakes and ensure you start out in the
way that is best suited to your sector of 
activity. See: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/bangladesh-list-
of-lawyers.

British companies can approach the
Bangladesh market in several ways 
including:

• export direct

• set up an office

• appoint an agent or distributor

You can set up a business in Bangladesh
within 11 days.
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Direct export to Bangladesh
UK companies can consider direct export
to Bangladesh by contacting appropriate
end users. You might consider this as a
first step before appointing a partner in
Bangladesh.

Setting up a corporate or non-corporate
entity in Bangladesh
You can establish an office to sell products
and equipment direct to the end user or
consumer. Offices can also be set up on 
a registered joint venture basis with a
Bangladeshi trading company.

You should register with the Board of 
Investment (BOI): http://www.boi.gov.bd/,
and the Registrar of Joint Stock 
Companies: http://www.roc.gov.bd/ to 
set up an office.

See the Bangladesh Investment 
Development Authority (BIDA) for full 
procedures for establishing a business, at:
http://www.boi.gov.bd/site/page/ad10fa6e-
128d-41c2-aee4-255a0a3cee14/Step-by-
Step-Procedure.

Consult legal professionals to avoid costly
mistakes and ensure you start out in the
way that is best suited to your sector of 
activity. See: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/bangladesh-list-
of-lawyers.

Local representation in Bangladesh
You should have a local representative 
either on a commission basis or as an
agent or distributor, particularly if you 
intend to export directly. A local partner can
deal with Bangladeshi bureaucracy and
advise on the best type of advertising. 

An agent is allowed to participate in 
international tenders on behalf of their 
foreign principle. Dhaka-based agents
should be able to cover all of Bangladesh.

Local agents may either have an Import
Registration Certificate (IRC) or a 
Commercial Trade Registration Certificate
(CTRC). The first category is suitable for
small-scale vendors and the latter for
medium/large scale companies. The 1972
Contract Act details the rights and liabilities
of an agent and also of the principal.

If you use an agent, you will not need to
register with the Board of Investment (BOI)
as there is no need for a licence or import
permit, and no permission is required for
outward remittance of sales proceeds
through the Central Bank of Bangladesh
(BB). There is also no need for interaction
with the National Board of Revenue (NBR)
regarding customs duties, VAT or other
fees.

If you do choose this route into the market
check contracts carefully as agents can
work for several companies. You should
have exclusive distribution rights.

Most agency agreements have a clause
permitting either party to give due notice 
of termination. It is prudent to include a
contract clause which agrees to allow an
independent arbitrator outside of
Bangladesh to settle any disputes 
between parties.

The Bangladesh International Arbitration
Centre (BIAC) was launched in 2011, 
visit: http://www.biac.org.bd/. This is
Bangladesh’s first arbitration centre for 
the settlement of commercial disputes.
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DIT’s trade specialists can help you identify
local representatives for your products in
Bangladesh. See: https://www.gov.uk/
overseas-customers-export-opportunities.
If you want to establish a business 
relationship that goes beyond exporting,
you will need to carry out further research.
A thorough evaluation of your potential
partner may be time consuming and 
expensive, but doing so will greatly reduce
the risk of serious problems in the future.

Establishing a franchise in Bangladesh
Franchising is becoming increasingly 
popular in Bangladesh, with a sizeable
percentage of young people ready to
spend on food and beverages.

There are no regulations barring franchise
operations and growing access to global
supply chains has improved product 
quality and reliability.

Visit the international section of the British
Franchise Association at: http://www.
thebfa.org/international, for more informa-
tion on franchising.

Online selling to Bangladesh
To sell online in Bangladesh you need to
localise your website or use an online 
marketplace.

There are no laws in Bangladesh 
regulating or prohibiting direct marketing.

See DIT’s E-Exporting programme details
at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
e-exporting, which can help you export
your products to Bangladesh.

Also check out online marketplaces in
Bangladesh at: https://selling-online-
overseas.export.great.gov.uk/, where 
DIT has negotiated listings at better-than-
commercial rates.

You should conduct due diligence checks
once you have chosen your method of
entry into the market.

[Source – DIT/ gov.uk]

Getting finance to fulfil an export 
contract to Bangladesh

Globally, Bangladesh ranks 159th out of
190 economies in the World Bank’s “Doing
Business – Ease of Getting Credit” report
2018. See: http://www.doingbusiness.org/
rankings.

Schemes are available to UK companies
selling products and services to
Bangladesh to make it easier to fulfil an
export contract and grow your business.
Contact your bank or specialist financial
organisations for assistance.

UK Export Finance (UKEF) has significant
risk capacity to support exports to
Bangladesh. See: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/country-cover-policy-and-
indicators#bangladesh.

Contact one of UKEF’s Export Finance 
Advisers at: https://www.gov.uk/government
/publications/find-an-export-finance-
manager, for free and impartial advice 
on your finance options.

Getting paid in Bangladesh
You may wish to talk to a specialist 
about finance, including how to get 
paid in Bangladesh. This could be 
a bank, an accountant or you can 
contact the DIT team in Bangladesh at:
https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/de-
partment-for-international-trade-
bangladesh#contact-us, to help you 
find a local financial adviser.

Your contract should always clearly state
the terms for delivery and payment of
goods and services. If there is any 
dispute you will need to go through the
Bangladesh legal system for resolution,
which can be extremely slow, bureaucratic
and expensive.

You should use secure terms of payment
in Bangladesh through a Letter of Credit
(LC) or a Documentary Letter of Credit via
your bank.  
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The UK and Bangladesh have signed a double 
taxation agreement, ensuring the same income is
not taxed in more than one country.
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Doing Business in Bangladesh

How to do business in Bangladesh

Legal considerations

The Bangladesh legal system largely 
follows the English common law system.
The legal process can be very slow and
bureaucratic. Resolving matters through
the courts is frequently an extremely
lengthy and expensive process.

Court decisions have often been tarnished
with accusations of corruption. Foreign
businesses or individuals can feel under
pressure to settle as the only way to get an
acceptable outcome.

International arbitration can be an 
alternative outcome, if specified as a 
contractual option. You should hire a 
broker or local lawyer to help you deal 
with the necessary formalities. See: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/bangladesh-list-of-lawyers.

You should also seek professional
legal/taxation advice before entering into a
joint venture or similar type of agreement.
Contact the DIT team in Bangladesh at:
https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/de-
partment-for-international-trade-
bangladesh#contact-us to help find tax 
and legal advisers before entering into
agreements.

Corruption
Corruption affects many aspects of daily
life in Bangladesh and is often cited as a
barrier to private sector development.

One of the biggest challenges facing UK
companies in Bangladesh is how to avoid
paying ‘speed money’. ‘Speed money’ is
unofficial, under-the-counter payments to

minor officials to expedite business. 
Politicians, bureaucrats and law 
enforcement officials often wield significant
discretionary power and there have been
some abuses.

You should have in place regular due 
diligence procedures and up-to-date risk
strategies when doing business in
Bangladesh.

You should ensure you take the necessary
steps to comply with the requirements of
the UK Bribery Act. See: https://www.gov.uk
/government/publications/bribery-act-2010-
guidance.

Law on marketing and selling in
Bangladesh
You need to be aware of the Bangladesh
consumer protection regulations and the
Bangladesh Consumer Rights Protection
Act 2009.

The Consumers Association of
Bangladesh (CAB) has information on 
food safety, consumer rights, market price 
monitoring and product testing. See:
http://www.consumerbd.org/rights-
protection/.

Export licences for Bangladesh
You must have a licence to supply 
anything on the UK strategic export control
lists to Bangladesh. You can find out more
about getting a licence to export military or
dual use goods, services or technology to
Bangladesh at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance
/beginners-guide-to-export-controls.

You can find out which products need 
certification or licensing before they can 
be exported to Bangladesh at:
https://www.gov.uk/starting-to-export/ 
licences.
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Import restrictions in Bangladesh
Bangladesh places controls on imports 
of a number of items, including bans or 
restrictions on religious, social, health and
trade policy grounds.

Some restricted items may be imported
with prior permission, while other items
may be imported only by authorised 
industrial users or government agencies.

The complete list of officially banned and
restricted goods is updated at the
Bangladesh Office of the Chief Controller
of Imports and Exports at: http://www.ccie.
gov.bd/ (list not in English).

Standards and technical regulations in
Bangladesh
Imports of some products are subject to
compliance with specified Bangladesh
quality standards. You must confirm 
products meet appropriate certification 
requirements as indicated by the
Bangladesh Standards and Testing 
Institution (BSTI) before exporting. 
See: http://bsti.portal.gov.bd/.

You should consider taking out product 
liability insurance if you manufacture or
supply a physical product that is sold or
given away for free. See:
https://www.abi.org.uk/products-and-is-
sues/choosing-the-right-insurance/busi-
ness-insurance/liability-insurance/product-l
iability-insurance/

Packaging and labelling requirements
for Bangladesh
Imported goods and their containers must
not incorporate any words, pictures or 
inscriptions with any religious or obscene
connotations.

Milk food containers may be imported in 
tin containers, airtight packages or boxed
bags up to 2.5kg, and must indicate the 
ingredients in Bangla. They should also
show the date of production and expiry 
in Bangla or English. A measuring spoon
must be supplied in all containers of 
dehydrated baby food. 

Pesticide containers must be able to 
withstand ‘handling by sea’, be labelled
with their chemical contents, and meet
other specifications.

Your goods should be appropriately
packed for Bangladesh. Packages may 
receive heavy handling and be left in the
open air for longer than anticipated, so 
you must take into account Bangladesh’s 
climate.

Check with BSTI for full details of
Bangladesh packaging and labelling 
requirements, at: http://bsti.portal.gov.bd/.

Protecting your intellectual property (IP)
Globally Bangladesh is ranked 125th out of
127 for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR),
in the 2017 International Property Rights
Index Report. See: https://international-
propertyrightsindex.org/country/bangladesh

Bangladesh has signed the agreement 
on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (TRIPS). TRIPS sets 
minimum standards for IP regulation as
applied to nationals of other WTO 
members.
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The Bangladesh Department of Patents,
Design and Trade Marks is responsible for
IP in Bangladesh. See: http://www.dpdt.
gov.bd/.

You must register your intellectual property
in Bangladesh to guard against potential
infringement. Registration of patents and
trademarks can take months and 
sometimes years, so you should plan 
well ahead.

If faced with infringement or piracy you
should engage a local legal practitioner
who understands the context and has 
experience of initiating appropriate civil 
or criminal proceedings.

Enforcement can take several forms, and
specialist legal advice is recommended.
Check the GCC Patents Office website at:
http://www.gccpo.org/DefaultEn.aspx.

Refer also to the information provided on
the gov.uk Intellectual Property page at:
https://www.gov.uk/browse/business/
exports.

Trade agreements
Bangladesh is a member of the Bay 
of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral 
Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) (http://www.bimstec.org/)
formed in 1997, with the goal of a tariff-free
zone by 2017. Other members of 
BIMSTEC are Bhutan, India, Myanmar,
Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. 

Bangladesh is also a member of the South
Asia Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) (http://www.saarc-sec.org/), 
together with Afghanistan, Bhutan, India,
the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri
Lanka. SAARC members have agreed 

to pursue tariff reductions under the South
Asia Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA).

[Source – DIT/ gov.uk]

Tax and customs considerations in
Bangladesh

The UK and Bangladesh have signed a
double taxation agreement, ensuring the
same income is not taxed in more than
one country. See: www.gov.uk/government
/publications/bangladesh-tax-treaties.

Value Added Tax (VAT) 
The Bangladesh National Board of 
Revenue (NBR) provides information on
VAT. See: http://www.nbr.gov.bd/index.php
?lan=eng.

If you are registered for VAT you can 
zero-rate the VAT on most goods you 
export to Bangladesh. You will need to get
evidence of the export within three months
from the time of sale.

Find out more about VAT on exports to
non-EU countries and zero rating 
conditions, at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance
/vat-exports-dispatches-and-supplying-
goods-abroad.

Corporate tax in Bangladesh
The corporate tax rates are:

• 37% for companies whose shares are 
publicly traded

• 40% for those whose shares are not 
publicly traded

• 40% minimum for foreign companies
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• 45% for foreign banks

The NBR has more about corporate tax 
in Bangladesh at: http://www.nbr.gov.bd/
index.php?lan=eng.

[Source – DIT/ gov.uk]

Customs and documentation in
Bangladesh

Complying with HMRC regulations to
export to Bangladesh
You must make export declarations to
HMRC through the National Export 
System (NES) to export your goods to
Bangladesh.

You should declare your exports to
Bangladesh through the NES, at:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/export-
declarations-and-the-national-export-
system-export-procedures.

You must classify your goods as part of the
declaration, including a commodity code
and a Customs Procedure Code (CPC).
You can find commodity codes and other
measures applying to exports in the UK
Trade Tariff at: https://www.gov.uk/
trade-tariff.

Contact the HMRC Tariff Classification
Service for more help, at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/notice-600-classifying-your-
imports-or-exports/notice-600-classifying-
your-imports-or-exports#list-of-useful-
contacts.

You must declare any goods that you take
with you in your baggage to sell outside
the EU, at: https://www.gov.uk/take-goods-
sell-abroad.

Temporary export of goods to
Bangladesh
Use a duplicate list to temporarily export
goods to Bangladesh. As with an ATA 
Carnet, you do not have to pay customs
duty or tax. There is no fee.

Before you export the goods, prepare a list
on company stationery. Include:

• a description of the goods

• how many there are

• serial numbers, if the goods have them

• value of the goods

At customs, you will need to provide:

• two copies of the list

• a completed HMRC form C&E 1246 
available at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/ 
attachment_data/file/374161/ce1246. 
pdf (PDF, 638 KB)

Contact the HMRC Imports and Exports
helpline in advance to make the 
arrangements (Monday to Friday, 
8am to 6pm):
Telephone: 0300 200 3700
Textphone: 0300 200 3719
Outside the UK: +44 29 2050 1261

Doing Business in Bangladesh



Customs in Bangladesh
Find more information on Bangladesh 
customs procedures at Custom House
Chittagong. See: http://nbr.gov.bd/about-us
/field-office-details/customs/15/eng.

Tariffs rates are high. There are, however,
no quotas on imports. Customs duties are
levied on most imports – no import duty is
applicable for export-orientated industry,
but for other industries it is 5% ad-valorem.
Bangladesh recently imposed an import
duty of 25% on rice. The Bangladesh 
National Board of Revenue (NBR) 
provides a full listing of customs duties at:
http://nbr.gov.bd/ and exemptions at:
http://nbr.gov.bd/publications/customs/eng.                                     

The NBR Tariff Database has details of
duty rates, at: http://nbr.gov.bd/
publications/research-statistics/eng.

An advance income tax is levied on 
importers, which can be claimed as a tax
credit at the end of the tax year.

You can find more about import tariffs 
in the Market Access Database. See:
http://madb.europa.eu/madb/indexPubli.
htm.

Documentation in Bangladesh
UK exporters to Bangladesh should 
be precise when preparing export 
documentation. Invoices should clearly
state the goods being supplied including
specification, packing and country of 
origin.

All imports must be made by opening an 
irrevocable Letter of Credit (LC), which 
requires an approved Letter of Credit 
Authorization (LCA) form from the
Bangladesh Bank. The invoice should
match the LC.

You will need the following mandatory 
documents, depending on your shipments:

• if you are shipping documents, a bill of 
lading or airway bill and master airway 
bill

• if you are shipping samples, a bill of 
lading or airway bill, a master airway 
bill, a commercial invoice, and a copy 
of the VAT registration

• if you are sending a gift shipment, a 
bill of lading or airway bill, commercial 
invoice and authorisation of the 
consignee

• if you are shipping a high-value 
shipment, a bill of lading or airway bill, 
master airway bill, a VAT registration 
certificate, an import registration 
certificate, an import permit, and 
authorisation from the consignee

Pre-shipment inspection is the norm 
for Bangladesh. Bangladesh NBR 
Customs has more detailed information 
on customs procedures and required 
documentation, at: http://bangladeshcus-
toms.gov.bd.

[Source – DIT/ gov.uk]

Shipping your goods to Bangladesh

If you are not knowledgeable about 
international shipping procedures you can
use a freight forwarder to move your
goods. A forwarder will have extensive
knowledge of documentation requirements,
regulations, transportation costs and 
banking practices in Bangladesh.
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Doing Business in Bangladesh

You can find freight forwarding companies
to help you transport your goods to
Bangladesh via the British International
Freight Association (BIFA) at:
http://www.bifa.org/home, or the Freight
Transport Association (FTA) at:
http://www.fta.co.uk/.

Posting goods to Bangladesh
There are a number of UK postal 
companies which can arrange postage of
goods to Bangladesh at competitive prices.
You can find out about sending goods by
post to Bangladesh at: http://www.
parcelforce.com/worldwide-directory/
bangladesh.

Shipping dangerous goods to
Bangladesh
Special rules apply if you are shipping 
dangerous goods to Bangladesh. See:
https://www.gov.uk/shipping-dangerous-
goods/what-are-dangerous-goods for 
further information.

Terms of delivery to Bangladesh
Your contract should include agreement 
on terms of delivery using Incoterms. See:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/international-
trade-paperwork-the-basics#international-
trade-contracts-and-incoterms.

UK Export Finance
The government can provide finance or
credit insurance specifically to support 
UK exports through UK Export Finance
(UKEF) – the UK’s export credit agency.
See: https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/uk-export-finance.

For up-to-date country-specific information
on the support available see UKEF’s cover
policy and indicators for Bangladesh at:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/country-
cover-policy-and-indicators#bangladesh.

[Source – DIT/UKEF/gov.uk]
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Bangla is the main language. However, written 
business correspondence and trade literature 
should be in English.
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Business etiquette, language & culture

Overview

Bangla is the main language. However,
written business correspondence and
trade literature should be in English.

Bangladesh is hierarchical, even in the 
office situation. In meetings, small-talk,
particularly about the family, is highly 
valued as you build a relationship. 
Decisions will not be made unless the
owner, company director or senior 
manager is present at a meeting.

Meetings can be subject to interruptions,
such as phone calls or staff members
walking in to have documents signed. This
is an accepted practice as it is considered
rude not to immediately respond to phone
calls.

Over 90% of the population are Muslim. Be
sensitive to the ethnic background of your
contact, for instance do not give alcohol or
pork-based items.
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Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Doing Business in Bangladesh
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Bangladesh public holidays

2018

Date: Weekday: Holiday:

1st January Monday New Year’s Day

21st February Wednesday Shahid Day 

17th March Saturday Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s Birthday

26th March Monday Independence & National Day

14th April Saturday Bengali New Year’s Day

30th April Monday Buddha Purnima / Vesak (Baishakhi Purnima)

1st May Tuesday Labour Day

15th May Tuesday Ramadan

8th June Friday Jumatul Bidah

13th June Wednesday Night of Destiny / Laylat al-Qadr

14th June Thursday Eid ul-Fitr (End of Ramadan)

15th August Wednesday National Day of Mourning

21st August Tuesday start of Eid ul-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice)

22nd August Wednesday end of Eid ul-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice)

3rd September Monday Shuba Janmashtami

13th September Thursday Muharram / Ashura

19th October Friday Durga Puja (Vijaya Dashami)

21st November  Wednesday Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi / Birth of the Prophet

16th December Sunday Victory Day

25th December Tuesday Christmas Day



> Clear, consistent content is vital to
making your business understood
overseas. So don't leave it to chance.

> Well-known companies we already work 
with include: Serco, Experian, Intertek, IKEA 
and Caterpillar

> For a structured approach to translation, 
please read the article that follows

T: 0115 9705633  |  E: office@astls.co.uk  |  www.astlanguage.com



Buying decisions carried out in 
isolation of wider and constantly
changing sector, economic or 
social contexts are a thing of the
past. This means that increasingly
any product or service has to be
supported with professional 
technical, marketing or other 
contextual content. 

As examples of this, exporters need
their technical documentation to
be easily assimilated, their marketing
content to be compelling, and 
their website to be informative 
and memorable. Human resources 
departments on the other hand
need sensitive localisation of 
policies & procedures in line 
with local legislation, corporate 
guidelines and house style. After all
an international expansion strategy
or company restructuring could
easily be undermined by insensitive
internal communication.

In non English-speaking markets, 
all of the above can be achieved
by working with a reliable and 
professional translation partner. 

So how can really good translation
help build your export success:

• clear and accurate foreign-
language branding and 
content will motivate foreign 
customers to buy from you

• consistent and harmonised 
messaging helps to convey and 
reinforce your company's values
and ethos

• corporate and operational 
risk through poor quality 
communication and 
misunderstanding is eliminated 

• overall brand integrity and 
reputation are enhanced

If you're reading this guide, the chances are you're either a seasoned 
exporter, or you're committed to investigating new export opportunities 
for your business. Whichever category you fall into, you'll have a good idea
of the huge investment in time, effort and resources which is required for
export success. 

Your priority will be to get your product or service to market, and it's a fact
of life that procurement of peripheral resources such as translation is often
left to the last minute. In this article we'd like to demonstrate to you how
building translation into the early planning stages of your export campaigns
can pay dividends.

The internet, mobile connectivity and social media mean that now more
than ever before customers, be they B2B or B2C, are buying goods and
services within the context of a connected world of instant communication.



The following components are
key to a successful translation
project, and show how AST 
can make the process of 
internationalising outward-facing
and internal communications 
simpler, more professional and
more cost-effective:

Rigorous selection of translators

AST’s ISO9001 certified and
ISO17100 compliant processes
mean that the company has 
approved sector-specialist 
translators whatever the 
language and deadline 
requirements, with experienced
proofreaders to give the text 
precision and professionalism to
really focus the reader’s attention.

Translation memory technology

Client-facing documents 
produced periodically often 
contain sections which stay the
same and sections which need
updating. Similarly company 
websites and technical data or
manuals can contain identical
paragraphs and sections. 
Translation Memory technology 
is used in this situation to identify
duplicate and legacy text. 
The duplicates are logged and
reused – leading to reduced 
turnaround times and resulting 

cost savings – with company
wordings for products, processes,
titles and descriptions translated
consistently.

Terminology management

The key words used to describe
your company’s products, 
services and processes support
your brand and identity. This is
equally true in your foreign 
language communications. 
Unfortunately, once translated it 
is often easy to lose control of key
terms, leading to uncertainty as 
to whether the translations are
having the desired impact. 
AST’s terminology management
prevents this. Glossaries are 
maintained in multiple languages
and client terminology is checked
in each language by industry 
sector experts. As the glossary
grows it can be reused with each
new project, so client content is
always on-message and brand 
integrity consistent.

So there’s really no need for you
to leave the “softer” aspects of
your export campaign to chance.
Using a professional translation
company like AST provides a
guarantee that your international
content will be clear, consistent
and effective. Whatever the 
language.



> YOU NEED YOUR SALES, 
TECHNICAL AND WEBSITE CONTENT 
TO BE TRANSLATED BY EXPERTS!

> We’re recognised as a UK leader for translating high profile,
client-facing documents

> All our translators are rigorously selected so your text will be 
translated by the best people in the business

> We ensure you get premium quality translations every time, 
on time and within budget

T: 0115 9705633  |  E: office@astls.co.uk  |  www.astlanguage.com

No matter how urgent your assignment we can translate it.



BANGLADESH

The Bangladesh market is extremely price sensitive
with low-price goods from India and China dominating
many sectors. UK companies should sell into the 
market on the basis of quality, life-cycle cost, training,
and after-sales service.
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Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

What are the challenges?

Challenges when doing business 
in Bangladesh

There are several reasons for UK 
companies to choose Bangladesh as 
an export destination:

• extensive family and social 
connections between the UK and 
Bangladesh

• English is widely spoken in business

• British-made goods are regarded as 
reliable among end users

• strong consumer demand for products,
equipment and services

• annual growth rate of at least 5.3% 
over the last 16 years

• stable credit rating

However, Bangladesh is a market which
requires a lot of patience and a long-term
strategy to be successful.

Bangladesh ranks 177th out of 190
economies in the 2018 World Bank’s 
ease of doing business ranking. See: 
http://www.doingbusiness.org/rankings.

Bangladesh is ranked 145th out of 176
countries in Transparency International’s
2016 Corruption Perceptions Index, down
from 120th in 2011 and 136th in 2013. 
See: http://www.transparency.org/news/
feature/corruption_perceptions_index_
2016#table.

You should be aware of:

• extremely hot weather in summer and 
wet weather with widespread flooding 
in the monsoon season

• considerable risk of bribery and 
corruption

• procurement practices often lack 
transparency

• significant bureaucratic burden

• access to justice can be difficult

• implementation and enforcement of 
laws can be weak

• court system faces a significant 
backlog

• copyright abuse and piracy are 
widespread

• IPR enforcement is weak

The Bangladesh market is extremely price
sensitive with low-price goods from India
and China dominating many sectors. UK
companies should sell into the market on
the basis of:

• quality

• life-cycle cost

• training

• after-sales service

You should ensure you take the necessary
steps to comply with the requirements of
the UK Bribery Act. See:

Doing Business in Bangladesh
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https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/bribery-act-2010-guidance.

Read the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office’s (FCO’s) latest Overseas Business
Risk report for Bangladesh at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/overseas-business-risk-
bangladesh/overseas-business-risk-
bangladesh

[Source – DIT/FCO/gov.uk]

Business risk

Bribery and corruption
Bribery is illegal. It is an offence for British
nationals or someone who is ordinarily 
resident in the UK, a body incorporated in
the UK or a Scottish partnership, to bribe
anywhere in the world. In addition, a 
commercial organisation carrying on a
business in the UK can be liable for the
conduct of a person who is neither a UK
national or resident in the UK or a body 
incorporated or formed in the UK. In this
case it does not matter whether the acts or
omissions which form part of the offence
take place in the UK or elsewhere.

Bribery and corruption are entrenched in
Bangladesh and, despite the best efforts 
of the media, civil society and the donor
community pervades many aspects of
daily life. Corruption is often cited as a 
barrier to the effective development of the
private sector and poses business risks
that require pro-active management in the
form of regular due diligence exercises
and up-to-date risk strategies. Procurement
practices often lack transparency and 
are usually coupled with a significant 
bureaucratic burden. These risks require
careful management.

Politicians, bureaucrats and law enforcement
officials often wield significant discretionary
power and notable abuses have been
brought to light. Transparency International’s
Corruption Perceptions Index for 2016
places Bangladesh 145th out of 176 
countries – compared to 136th out of 177 
in 2013, and 120th out of 183 in 2011. The
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business 
survey for 2018 shows Bangladesh’s
standing at 177th out of 190 countries.

The Business Anti-Corruption portal 
provides advice and guidance about 
corruption in Bangladesh and some basic
effective procedures you can establish to
protect your company from them. See:
http://www.business-anti-corruption.
com/country-profiles/bangladesh.

[Source – FCO Overseas Business 
Risk/gov.uk, June 2017]

Intellectual property
Bangladesh is a member of the World
Trade Organization, a member of the
World Intellectual Property Organisation,
plus a signatory to the Paris Convention.
However, the government allocates too
few resources to IPR enforcement and its
capacity to enforce/police local laws is
weak.

Books and textbooks for educational 
purposes are frequently copied and sold
for a fraction of the retailers’ recommended
price. Toiletries is another area that suffers
from this practice. Enforcement is very
poor to stop counterfeit, look-alike and 
parallel import for items like brand 
shampoo, washing liquids etc. 
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UK publishers and toiletries exporters
should therefore be aware of the risk 
of copyright infringement. The UK 
Government is not aware of any trademark
or intellectual property disputes other than
copyright infringements from British 
companies currently doing business 
in Bangladesh.

With copyright abuse and piracy 
widespread and IPR enforcement weak,
the rights’ holder should develop a robust
IPR strategy before entering the
Bangladeshi market.

Read the information provided on the UK
Government’s intellectual property page at:
https://www.gov.uk/intellectual-property-an-
overview.

Payment risks in Bangladesh

UKEF helps UK companies get paid by 
insuring against buyer default.

Be confident you will get paid for your 
export contract. Speak to one of UKEF’s
Export Finance Advisers at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/find-an-export-finance-
manager, for free and impartial advice 
on your insurance options, or contact one
of UKEF’s approved Export Insurance 
Brokers at: https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/uk-export-finance-insurance-
list-of-approved-brokers/export-insurance-
approved-brokers.

Currency risks in Bangladesh
If you have not fixed your exchange rate
you have not fixed your price.

You should consider whether the best 
option for you is to agree terms in Sterling,
US Dollars or Bangladeshi Taka in any 
contract. You should also consider getting 

expert financial advice on exchange rates
(sometimes called FX).

Transferring money from Bangladesh
There are very strict exchange controls 
in Bangladesh. Although Taka, the
Bangladeshi currency, is freely convertible,
foreign currency money transfers from
Bangladesh are highly regulated and 
subject to restrictions under the Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act (FERA).

Bangladesh Bank (https://www.bb.org.bd/),
the central bank of Bangladesh, is 
responsible for administering foreign 
exchange transactions in Bangladesh.

Foreign investors are free to repatriate
their invested capital, profits, capital gains,
post-tax dividends and approved royalties
and fees through Bangladesh Bank-
Approved Dealers (ADs).

Globally, Bangladesh ranks 159th out of
190 economies, in the World Bank’s
“Doing Business – Ease of Getting Credit”
report 2018. See: http://www.doingbusiness
.org/data/exploreeconomies/bangladesh.

To make it easier to fulfil an export contract
and grow your business, schemes are
available to UK companies selling products
and services to Bangladesh. Contact your
bank or specialist financial organisation for
assistance.

UK Export Finance (UKEF) has significant
risk capacity to support exports to
Bangladesh, see: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/country-cover-policy-and-
indicators#bangladesh. Contact one of
UKEF’s Export Finance Advisers at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/find-an-export-finance-
manager for free and impartial advice 
on your finance options.

Doing Business in Bangladesh
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You should have a local representative either on 
a commission basis or as an agent or distributor, 
particularly if you intend to export directly. A local 
partner can deal with Bangladeshi bureaucracy and
advise on the best type of advertising.
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Innovation is key to the success of the
Institute and new ideas include our
New Exporter package. This allows a
business to enter a new market secure
in the knowledge that they have an 
understanding of how they will operate
and comply with any specific 
regulations and standards. Practical
help and assistance is always 
available from the Institute so any 
additional training can be tailored 
to the business and the team that 
needs the knowledge. 

The work of the IOE&IT also extends 
to representing membership views.
Knowledge gained from our members’
feedback, those who get involved with

the forums and Special Interest
Groups, and those who attend our
training courses or study with us, 
enables us to represent the industry at
government levels in both the process
and delivery of policy for international
trade. These views also help us to 
ensure that the training programmes
are effective and pertinent to the 
industry needs. Our Diploma in World
Customs Compliance and Regulation
is testament to the way we listen to our
members’ needs. This was driven by
Nissan, Adidas, John Lewis and many
others and will neatly dovetail into any
AEO work ensuring that quality 
standards are met at manager and 
junior staffing levels. 

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

What does membership of the Institute of Export & 
International Trade mean? 
To most the Institute of Export & International Trade simply plods away providing
much needed qualifications to professionalise the industry however, did you realise
that our helpline is one of the busiest and best in the industry? It’s all part of 
membership and, if you need more than a phone call, we can put together a project
to fulfil your needs. 2015 saw the launch of our Technical Help for Exporters that 
recognises the volume of legislation and regulation that covers our industry and
gives you the comfort of knowing that if you don’t know, you know someone who does! 



Starting in 1935, the Institute committed
itself to building competence and 
growing confidence for businesses
trading in goods and services, which 
at the time, was a far reaching remit.
Over the years this remit has seen us
develop from simply providing training
in short course format over a day, or
perhaps two, into a fully-fledged Ofqual
Awarding Organisation that operates
specifically to deliver international
trade education. 

This status allows our individual 
members and corporates alike to be
sure that they are part of a quality 
organisation with plans for growth 
integrated with a sustainable future 
for the global prosperity of UKPlc.  

Part of our work includes mapping 
existing qualifications to roles and 
producing training needs analyses 
to ensure staffing progression and 
continuity. The need to upskill our
workforce to match those of our 
competitors is a key element vital for
growth. Our focus is on recognising
that International trade needs specific
knowledge, coupled with a strong 
belief that we must start to talk to 

our young people at an earlier stage. 
We need to engage the next generation
in thinking about how world trade
works and how it will be great for
British businesses. They need to know
how items arrive in the shops which, in
turn, will begin to spark ideas. As these
young people join companies they will
bring a fresh outlook that all things are
possible especially if you operate 
globally. 

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

     
     
   

   

   
    

    
 

    
  

   
 

    

  
  

          

Why not call us and get involved? 
It has never been more important that

we act as an industry to help – we
need experts and commitment to 

professionalising international trade
from businesses large and small – 
help your institute to stay ahead of 

the curve. 

Institute of Export 
& International Trade

Export House
Minerva Business Park, Lynch Wood,

Peterborough, Cambridgeshire,
PE2 6FT, UK

Telephone: +44(0)1733 - 404400
Fax: +44(0)1733 - 404444

www.export.org.uk



Lesley Batchelor OBE, FIEx (Grad) –
Director General, Institute of Export & International Trade

Focusing on qualifications.
A focus on qualifications - but why do we need them? 

I’d like to tell you about my story, it’s ok it won’t take too long but I think it’s similar to a lot 
of people that work in international trade. 

I left school with no ambition to do anything other than help my mum make ends meet. I
wanted to be a seamstress but we couldn’t afford the material for the interview so I went into
an accounts department at a large pharmaceutical company. Luckily for me they recognised
a hard worker and asked me to work in various departments. After a year they asked me
which one I like the best and without even thinking I said “international”, and that was my
career set out for me. 

Working in international trade I found that 
I needed to understand so many different
things - from how trade agreements 
impacted a sale to the legal aspects of
trade and how different systems worked in
terms of contract and disputes. Getting paid
brought about a whole new set of issues
and this really made me learn and think
about the implications of offering credit and
how it can be used to your advantage. 

Things I learnt about logistics and the 
paperwork that was needed to support a
trade were empirical and slowly I became
sure of my knowledge. The problem was,
that when I wanted to move on to the next
company, I had nothing to show I had that
knowledge. It was frustrating to find that the
knowledge that I had accumulated over 11
years wasn’t evidenced in any way and that
no-one knew exactly what I knew. I was
lucky enough to get my next job with a 
well-known Japanese computer company
but it made me realise that if I wanted a 
career, I needed to get qualified. 

So I spent the next two years, two nights a
week at night school honing my skills and
building a knowledge and understanding of
all aspects of the trade I had entered “by
the back door”. Finally, exhausted but with 
a full understanding of how planning and
control worked, I passed and became a
Graduate Member of the Institute of Export &
International Trade, suffix MIEx (Grad) in 1991.

Well, many things have changed since 
then, as after many years of working in 
international trade, I took over at the helm,
steering the qualifications and the Institute
towards a better place. We have now
gained Ofqual Awarding Organisation status
for the qualifications and have worked hard
on ensuring we are ready for the next 80
years of representing the industry and
standing as guardian of professional 
standards in international trade.

OFQUAL* awarding status is hard 
earned and we are proud to be the only 
professional body operating in this 
international trade environment. 



IOE&IT Qualifications in brief 
www.export.org.uk/page/qualifications

Level 1 Young International Trader  
(Available electronically) 

Level 2 International Trade Logistic 
Operations **

Level 3 Certificate of International Trade 
Certified International Trade 
Adviser

Level 4 Advanced Certificate in 
International Trade 

Level 5 Diploma in International Trade 
Diploma in World Customs 
Compliance and Regulations 

Level 6 Foundation Degree jointly 
delivered with ***Anglia Ruskin 
University 
Higher Apprenticeship in 
International Trade - the first 
so far. 

Our courses at level 3 onwards are 
delivered online using a blended learning
technique which involves the support of an
expert tutor for each topic. The IOE&IT 
online campus offers a range of learning
tools, from power-point presentations and
videos to online chats and forums for the
students. The Institute has a success rate 
of 95% in helping our students through
these academic programmes.

The Advanced Certificate in International
Trade - Elective modules have been added
to the level 4 Advanced Certificate syllabus.
In addition to the three core modules of
Business Environment, Market Research 
& Marketing and Finance of International
Trade, students can now choose a fourth
elective module from: 

a. International Physical Distribution
b. Selling Services, Skills and Software 

Overseas
c. Or one of:

i. Doing business & communicating 
in Arabic speaking markets

ii. Doing business & communicating 
in Spanish speaking markets

iii. Doing business & communicating 
in German markets

iv. Doing business & communicating 
in Chinese markets

v. Doing business & communicating 
in Russian markets  

The series of modules above carry 
language skills training, the focus being 
on basic business language needed and
business culture

Finally, eBusiness internationally will be
launched summer 2016.

The Diploma in International Trade - 
level 5 is equivalent to the second year of 
a degree and is accepted as entry level for:- 

BSc (Hons) in Management Practice - 
International Trade with Plymouth University
-Online 24 months 

MSc International Trade, Strategy and 
Operations with Warwick University - 36
months part residential  

www.export.org.uk/page/qualifications will
give you more detail and a contact who will
talk you through your options.  

*The OFQUAL Register of Regulated Qualifications contains details of Recognised Awarding Organisations
and Regulated Qualifications in England (Ofqual), Wales (Welsh Government) and Northern Ireland (Ofqual
for vocational qualifications and CCEA Accreditation for all other qualifications).
** International Trade Logistic Operations is delivered through our approved centres  
*** Anglia Ruskin University is Entrepreneurial University of the Year 



Urgent assistance

If you are in Bangladesh and you need urgent
help (for example, you have been attacked,
arrested or someone has died), call +88 02
55668700. If you are in the UK and worried
about a British national in Bangladesh, call
020 7008 1500.

Get an emergency travel document

You can apply for an emergency travel 
document if you are abroad and your 
passport has been lost or stolen, damaged 
or expired, and you cannot get a new or 
replacement passport in time to travel, 
here: https://www.gov.uk/emergency-travel-
document

If your passport has been lost you will need 
a police report and English translation before
an ETD can be issued.

If the person needing the emergency travel
document is under 16, a parent or guardian
should apply on their behalf.

If you are due to travel in the next 24 hours,
contact British High Commission Dhaka here,
https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/british
-high-commission-dhaka#contact-us, as soon
as possible.

If you are travelling in more than 3 weeks,
check if you can get a new or replacement
passport in time to travel, here:
https://www.gov.uk/renew-adult-passport

If you are not a British citizen or have not
had a British passport before

If you are not sure, check if you are a British
citizen, here: https://www.gov.uk/check-
british-citizen

If you are not a British citizen but think you
may be eligible, contact them to apply for 
an emergency travel document, here:
https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/british
-high-commission-dhaka#contact-us

Once you have contacted them, you will be
advised to make an appointment to apply 
for an emergency travel document at the
British High Commission Dhaka, here:
https://www.consular-appointments.service.
gov.uk/fco/#!/british-high-commission-dhaka/
issuing-an-emergency-travel-document/
slot_picker

The British High Commission in Bangladesh maintains and 
develops relations between the UK and Bangladesh.



Other consular services

Notarial and documentary services

For legal reasons, they are unable to 
carry out notarial acts in Commonwealth
countries. This includes certifying documents
as true copies of originals, administering
oaths or taking affidavits. For these or 
other notarial acts, you should contact 
a local notary.

As Bangladesh is a Commonwealth 
country the British High Commission is 
not empowered to offer notarial services. 

They do not issue Visa Recommendation
Letters to British nationals, visit:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/visa-recommendation-letters-
information-note--3

Consular fees

They charge fees for some of their services.
See the full list of consular fees in
Bangladesh, here: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/bangladesh-
consular-fees

Contact us

British High Commission Dhaka

United Nations Road 
Baridhara
P O Box 6079 
Dhaka - 1212
Dhaka
Bangladesh

Email:  

Dhaka.Press@fco.gov.uk

Telephone: 

+880 2 55668700

Consular email: 

consular.bangladesh@fco.gov.uk

Pension email: 

Pension.Enquiries-Dhaka@fco.gov.uk
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The Institute of Export & International
Trade
Export House
Minerva Business Park
Lynch Wood
Peterborough 
PE2 6FT, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1733 404400

Website: www.export.org.uk

UK Export Finance is the UK’s export
credit agency, serving UK companies of
all sizes. We help by providing insurance
to exporters and guarantees to banks 
to share the risks of providing export 
finance. In addition, we can make loans 
to overseas buyers of goods and services
from the UK.

In the past five years, we have provided:

• £14 billion worth of support for UK 
exports;

• direct support for more than 300
customers supported directly, with 
many thousands more benefiting 
through export supply chains;

• nearly 2000 individual guarantees, 
loans or insurance policies.

UK Export Finance is the operating name
of the Export Credits Guarantee 
Department (ECGD).

For more information and to arrange a
free consultation with an Export Finance
Adviser, visit: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisa-
tions/uk-export-finance

New business enquiries:

Telephone:  +44 (0)20 7271 8010
Email: customer.service@ukef.gsi.gov.uk
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British Expertise
23 Grafton Street, London W1S 4EY

Tel: +44 (0)20 7824 1920
Fax: +44 (0)20 7824 1929

http://www.britishexpertise.org/bx/pages/
bx.php
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Department for International Trade (DIT):
If you have a specific enquiry about the
Bangladesh market which is not addressed
by the information in this guide, you may
contact:

Email: enquiries@trade.gsi.gov.uk
Enquiries: +44 (0)20 7215 5000

Otherwise contact the DIT team at the British
High Commission Dhaka directly, for more
information and advice on opportunities for
doing business in Bangladesh:

UK Department for International Trade
Bangladesh
British High Commission
United Nations Road 
Baridhara 
PO Box 6079 
Dhaka - 1212
Bangladesh

Email: dhaka.commercial@fco.gov.uk
Tel enquiries: +880 2 984 2705-9
 

To become a member of UKBCCI, 
please fill in our membership form on 
our website: 
www.ukbcci.org.uk 

Unit S1, Montefiore Centre
Hanbury Street
London E1 5HZ

Tel: 020 7247 2331

AST Language Services Ltd
Unit 8, Ayr Street, 
Nottingham NG7 4FX
United Kingdom

Tel:+44 (0)115 970 5633
Fax: +44 (0)845 051 8780
Email:office@astls.co.uk

www.astlanguage.com

Translation / Language Services:
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Jurists Chambers

Dhaka Office
Tel: + 88 02 814 3921 / 
+88-01746236666

London Office
Tel: + 44 (0)2038 567826

US Representative Office (PA)
Tel: + 1 610 550 1782
Email: nawshad@juristschambers.com 

www.juristschambers.com

Muhammad Nawshad Zamir
LL.M. (Harvard) 

Law / Legal Services:

Accountants / Professional Business Services:

Travel / Airline Corporation Travel Services:

Biman Bangladesh Airlines Ltd.
Head Office, Balaka, Kurmitola
Dhaka-1229

Office: +88-02-8901672
Pabx: +88-02-8901600 Extn-2110
Fax: +88-02-8901716
E-mail: gmpr@bdbiman.com

Web Address: www.biman-airlines.com

KMPG Bangladesh

Rahman Rahman Huq Chartered 
Accountants

9 Mohakhali C/A (11th & 12th Floors)
Dhaka-1212
Bangladesh

Tel: +880 (2) 988 6450-2

www.kpmg.com/bd
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Useful links
Country information:
BBC Website:   
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/country_
profiles/default.stm

FCO Country Profile:
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-
advice/bangladesh

Culture and communications:
ICC – The international language 
association: 
http://www.icc-languages.eu/

Customs and regulations:
HM Revenue & Customs:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/hm-revenue-customs

Economic information:
The Economist: 
http://www.economist.com/topics/

Trading Economics: 
www.tradingeconomics.com

Export control:
Export Control Organisation:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/beginners-
guide-to-export-controls

Export finance and insurance:
British Insurance Brokers Association
(BIBA):  
www.biba.org.uk

UK Export Finance (formerly ECGD):
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
uk-export-finance

Intellectual Property:
Intellectual Property Office:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/intellectual-property-office

World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO):  
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file
_id=288514

Standards and technical regulations:
British Standards Institution (BSI):
https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/

Export Control Organisation (ECO):
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/export-control-organisation

Intellectual Property Office: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/intellectual-property-office

National Physical Laboratory:
http://www.npl.co.uk/

Trade statistics:
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC):
https://www.uktradeinfo.com/statistics/
buildyourowntables/pages/table.aspx

National Statistics Information: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/
statistics/announcements

Office for National Statistics: 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/

Trade shows:
British Expertise Events: 
http://www.britishexpertise.org/bx/pages/
bx.php

EventsEye.com online database:   
www.eventseye.com

DIT Events Portal:  
https://www.events.trade.gov.uk/

Travel advice:
FCO Travel: 
www.gov.uk/browse/abroad



FCO Foreign Travel Insurance:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/foreign-
travel-insurance

Healthcare abroad:
Travel health: 
www.travelhealth.co.uk

TravelHealthPro:
https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/countries 

NHS (Scotland):
http://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/
destinations.aspx

NHS Choices:
http://www.nhs.uk/NHSEngland/
Healthcareabroad/Pages/
Healthcareabroad.aspx

International trade:
British Chambers of Commerce (BCC):
www.britishchambers.org.uk

British Council:
www.britishcouncil.org

British Expertise:
http://www.britishexpertise.org/bx/pages/
bx.php

British Franchise Association: 
http://www.thebfa.org/international

Centre for the Protection of National 
Infrastructure (CPNI): 
http://www.cpni.gov.uk/

Confederation of British Industry (CBI): 
www.cbi.org.uk

Department for Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy (BEIS): 
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/department-for-business-
energy-and-industrial-strategy      

Department for International Trade (DIT):
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/department-for-
international-trade

DIT e-exporting programme: 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/e-exporting

Export Britain: 
http://exportbritain.org.uk/

Exporting is GREAT: 
https://www.export.great.gov.uk/

Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO):
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
foreign-commonwealth-office

Institute of Directors (IoD): 
www.iod.com

Institute of Export & International Trade
(IOE&IT): 
www.export.org.uk

International Monetary Fund (IMF): 
http://www.imf.org/external/index.htm

Market Access database:
http://madb.europa.eu/madb/indexPubli.htm

Open to Export:
http://opentoexport.com/

Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD): 
http://www.oecd.org/

Overseas business risk:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/overseas-business-risk

Transparency International:
http://www.transparency.org/

UK Trade Tariff: 
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff

UK Visas: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/uk-visas-and-immigration

World Bank Group economy rankings: 
http://www.doingbusiness.org/rankings

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App
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World Economic Forum Global 
Competitiveness Report: 
https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-
global-competitiveness-report-2017-2018

Bangladesh websites:
Bangladesh Bank:
https://www.bb.org.bd/

Bangladesh Bar Council: 
http://www.barcouncil.gov.bd/

Bangladesh High Commission in London:
http://www.bhclondon.org.uk/Visa.html

Bangladesh International Arbitration 
Centre (BIAC): 
http://www.biac.org.bd/

Bangladesh Investment Development 
Authority (BIDA): 
http://www.boi.gov.bd/

Bangladesh Meteorological Department:
http://www.bmd.gov.bd/?/home/

Bangladesh Power Development Board
(BPDB):
http://www.bpdb.gov.bd/bpdb/

Bangladesh Railway:
http://www.railway.gov.bd/

Bangladesh Tourism Board: 
http://tourismboard.gov.bd/

Chittagong Port Authority:
http://cpa.gov.bd/

Department of Environment:
http://www.doe-bd.org/

Department of Immigration and 
Passports: 
http://www.dip.gov.bd/

Department of Patents, Design and 
Trade Marks: 
http://www.dpdt.gov.bd/

Ministry of Agriculture:
http://www.moa.gov.bd/

Ministry of Commerce:
http://www.mincom.gov.bd/

Ministry of Environment and Forests:
http://www.moef.gov.bd/

Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and 
Overseas Employment: 
http://probashi.gov.bd/

Ministry of Finance:
https://www.mof.gov.bd/en/

Ministry of Food: 
http://www.mofood.gov.bd/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs:
http://www.mofa.gov.bd/

Ministry of Home Affairs:
http://mha.gov.bd/ministry

Ministry of Information: 
http://www.moi.gov.bd/

Ministry of Labour and Employment:  
http://www.mole.gov.bd/

Ministry of Shipping:
http://www.mos.gov.bd/

Mongla Port Authority:   
http://www.mpa.gov.bd/

National Board of Revenue (NBR): 
http://nbr.gov.bd/

Office of the Chief Controller of Imports
and Exports:
http://www.ccie.gov.bd/

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies:
http://www.roc.gov.bd/

Standards and Testing Institution (BSTI):
http://bsti.portal.gov.bd/
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Doing Business in Bangladesh

Trade shows

A trade show is a method of promoting a business through the
exhibition of goods and services, an organised exhibition of
products, based on a central theme, where manufacturers 
meet to show their products to potential buyers.
Taking part in overseas exhibitions is an effective way for you to test markets, attract
customers, appoint agents or distributors and make sales. DIT's Tradeshow Access
Programme (TAP) provides grant support for eligible SME firms to attend trade
shows overseas.

Participation is usually as part of a group, a great advantage for inexperienced 
businesses, and is usually led by one of DIT's Accredited Trade Associations (ATOs).
ATOs work with DIT to raise the profile of UK groups and sectors at key exhibitions.
For more information visit: https://www.gov.uk/tradeshow-access-programme.

IOE&IT’s events:
www.export.org.uk/events/
event_list.asp

10 Times (formerly 
BizTradeShows.com): 
www.10times.com/bangladesh

British Expertise Events:
www.britishexpertise.org/bx/
pages/bx_events.php

EventsEye.com online database:
www.eventseye.com

DIT online events search facility:
www.events.trade.gov.uk



Hi Simon, can you tell us about
how Going Global Live started?
The Prysm Group had been running
The Business Show for 10 years. 
TheBusiness Show is Europe’s largest
event helping UK based companies grow
domestically. It became apparent that
many of our 20,000+ visitors were looking
to expand internationally. There was a
need, and there was a gap in the market,
so we launched Going Global Live at
ExCeL in November 2014, and we’ve
done 2 events each year ever since.
Going Global Live takes place twice a
year, in May and November. For more 
information including event dates, visit the
website at: www.goinggloballive.co.uk

What can people expect to find at
Going Global Live? 
Think of it as a trade show and conference.
Visitors who come to the event will get up
to date advice from world leading experts
on the most attractive markets and over-
seas opportunities, and be able to speak
to suppliers & service providers who can
help with the challenging project of 
international expansion. 

Why is it important for SMEs to 
attend the event? 
Research has shown businesses are 11%
more likely to survive if they export their
products, Great Britain is currently in a
fantastic position where we have good
trade deals in place and British products
are in high demand. At Going Global Live
we put all the suppliers and services 
companies will need to meet in order for
them to achieve international expansion,
all under one roof. Trying to meet with all
of these people would take years to
arrange and do, at the event you can do it
in 2 days! If you are serious about taking
your business to the next level, the event
is a must attend. 

Simon Chicken – Event Director of Going
Global Live: Europe’s leading event for 
expanding your business overseas



If you were to start trading in a new 
market, which country would that be 
and why? 
Iran. This is a massive market which is
just opening up, and I would want to get
there before my competitors. More 
importantly, I need an excuse to put a trip
to Shiraz on business expenses. A city
that is famous for poetry, roses and wine
needs to be visited. I’m guessing the food
is unbelievable too.

Finally, what are you aims going 
forward? 
We’ve reached a point where the event
has firmly established itself. Visitors leave
our events with advice and knowledge
they need to grow their company’s further,
however we still feel the event can reach
a whole new height. So we’re expanding
the team and increasing the size of the
exhibition. The show has the potential to
be four times the size it is now, in terms
number of exhibitors, seminars, and 
visitors at the event. 



ABOUT US

Launched in 2007, Start Up Overseas has become the definitive 
online resource for companies who are looking to expand 
internationally, export products or set up overseas operations.

We have all the information you will need to trade in 60 countries.

LOOKING FOR HELP DOING BUSINESS
IN BANGLADESH?

You are not alone. In January 2017, 29,064 companies used 
Start Up Overseas to find up to date information – and to find 
service providers who could help.

WHY DO COMPANIES USE START UP
OVERSEAS?

• Country Guides – the essential information you will need to 
trade on foreign soil.

• Business Directory – A helpful directory giving you the tools 
and contacts to run your business overseas.

• Ask the Expert – Experts are waiting to answer your questions

• Start Up Overseas Forum – Join our virtual community. Share 
knowledge & advice with people facing similar issues to you.

• Editors News – Subscribe to our free newsletter, and keep 
completely up to date with all the developments in international 
trade.



To contact the sales team: simon@startupoverseas.co.uk
To contact the editorial team: caroline@startupoverseas.co.uk

If you have any general questions email using the above details or call us on: 
+44 (0)117 907 3520. See more at: www.startupoverseas.co.uk/aboutus

www.startupoverseas.co.uk

CONTACTUS



What is Open to Export?
Open to Export is the online community helping UK businesses 

get ready to sell overseas. Backed by Government and business, 
we are a not for profit social enterprise dedicated to helping 

UK companies grow through export.

Getting UK businesses ready to sell overseas

For more information visit opentoexport.com





Disclaimer

Whereas every effort has been made to 
ensure that the information given in this
Guide is accurate, neither International
Market Advisor (IMA), the Institute of Export
& International Trade (IOE&IT), the British
High Commission Dhaka, UK Bangladesh
Catalysts of Commerce & Industry 
(UKBCCI), UK Export Finance (UKEF), 
Department for International Trade (DIT), 
or the Foreign & Commonwealth Office
(FCO), accept liability for any errors, 
omissions or misleading statements and no
warranty is given or responsibility accepted
as to the standing of any individual, firm,
company or other organisation mentioned.

The purpose of the Doing Business Guides,
prepared by International Market Advisor
(IMA) is to provide information to help 
recipients form their own judgments about
making business decisions as to whether 
to invest or operate in a particular country. 

The report's contents were believed 
(at the time that the report was prepared) 
to be reliable, but no representations or
warranties, express or implied, are made 
or given by IMA, the IOE&IT, the British
High Commission Dhaka, UK Bangladesh
Catalysts of Commerce & Industry 
(UKBCCI), UKEF, DIT or the Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office (FCO) as to 
the accuracy of the report, its completeness
or its suitability for any purpose. 

In particular, none of the report's contents
should be construed as advice or 
solicitation to purchase or sell securities,
commodities or any other form of financial
instrument. No liability is accepted by IMA,
IOE&IT, the British High Commission
Dhaka, UK Bangladesh Catalysts of 
Commerce & Industry (UKBCCI), UKEF,
DIT, or the FCO for any loss or damage
(whether consequential or otherwise) which
may arise out of or in connection with the
report. No warranty is given, or responsibility
accepted as to the standing of any individual,
firm, company or other organisation 
mentioned.

Contains public sector information licensed
under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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& INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Join us today: Call: +44(0)1733 404 400  email: institute@export.org.uk

www.export.org.uk

We can help develop new ideas
and find ways to drive down
costs and produce sustainable
improvements in your export
business.
• Membership supports all 

aspects of your international 
trade

• Leading UK authority on 
trading globally

• Tailored training to support 
your business needs

• Expert solutions for 
international trade  • 
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Spreading 
the word




